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The Political Economy of
Fiscal Adjustments
currentlythe main macroeconomicproblemfaced
by industrialand developing countries. Following the fiscal profligacy
of the 1970s and early 1980s, deficit reductionhas dominatedthe political economy debate during the past few years. The United States,
after experiencing mounting deficits in the early and mid-1980s, has
recently achieved a balancedbudget. In Latin America, several countries show a markedimprovementin their budget balances since the
"lost decade" of the 1980s, although it remains to be seen how permanentthese adjustmentsare.' In Europe, inflationis stable and low,
and most countriesjoining the EuropeanMonetaryUnion (EMU) have
easily satisfiedthe convergencecriterionon inflation,but achieving the
fiscal targetshas proveda moredifficulttask.2Deficit reductionpolicies
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are almost always associated with politically charged issues, such as
the retrenchmentof overextendedwelfare states, the reformof insolvent
public pension systems, and the trimmingof large and inefficient bureaucracies.

The textbookview, embracedby most policymakers,is thatto reduce
budget deficits is contractionary,at least in the short run. Since a
recession is a majorelectoral liability, governmentshesitate to pursue
fiscal adjustments.However, recent researchcasts doubton this seemingly unquestionable"stylized fact."3 Is it accurate, then, to say that
fiscal adjustmentsare a political liability?
In this paper we reexaminethe researchon the economic effects of
fiscal adjustments. Not all fiscal consolidations are contractionary:
some are and some are not. In particular,we emphasize that the composition of the adjustmentmatters. We confirm and extend evidence
that fiscal correctionsrelying mostly on spendingcuts that are concentrated on government wages and transfers tend to be expansionary,
whereas those relying mainly on tax increases are contractionary.
The second and main purposeof the paper is to investigate whether
governments that follow tight fiscal policies tend to be replaced in
office, or more generally, whether they lose popularity as they cut
deficits. The answer to both questions is a loud no. Using data drawn
from a sample of nineteen countries in the Organisationfor Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), we find no evidence of a
systematic electoral penalty or fall in popularityfor governmentsthat
follow restrainedfiscal policies. If anything, the opposite is the case:
when deficits are reduced, governmentsthat follow a "cold turkey"
approachand focus on spending cuts may be rewardedat the ballot
box. Moreover, cabinets that are willing to cut transfersand the government wage bill-traditionally considered the two most politically
chargedcomponentsof spending-are not punishedby the voters.
Specifically, our results on the politics of fiscal adjustmentscan be
summarizedas follows. First, a coalition governmentis muchless likely
to succeed in consolidatingthe budget than a single partygovernment.
Second, there is no evidence that looser fiscal policy implies longer
political tenure. Third, in a period of fiscal adjustment,a government
3. In particular, see Giavazzi and Pagano (1990); Perotti (1997); Alesina and
Ardagna(1998).
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that relies on spending cuts may survive longer. Fourth, cuts in the
governmentwage bill and in transfersdo not increase the probability
that the governmentwill collapse. And fifth, the popularityof a governmentdoes not fall in the immediateaftermathof fiscal adjustments.
One can think of two reasons why a cabinet that reduces a budget
deficit might not be punishedat the ballot box or in opinionpolls: either
the voters are fiscally prudentthemselves and approve of tight fiscal
policies, or fiscally prudentgovernmentschoose the appropriatemoment to implementunpopularpolicies-when they know that they can
''get away" with it. In trying to disentangle these issues, we provide
evidence in favor of the first interpretation.
We are not awareof any previouspaperthatsystematicallyexamines
the effects of fiscal policy on the popularityandsurvivalof governments
in a large sample of OECD countries, but the issue has been addressed
in other contexts. In particular,our results are consistent with those of
Sam Peltzman, who finds that American voters behave as fiscal conservatives in state gubernatorialelections and do not rewardgovernors
who increase spending.4In a study of political business cycles in Latin
Americancountries, Moritz Kraemerprovides evidence that voters do
not rewardcabinets that pursueloose fiscal policies and concludes that
"higher deficits before elections do not seem to contributeto victory at
the ballot box."'5
We start by discussing the evidence and the underlyingtheory for
the economic effects of fiscal adjustments.In particular,we focus on
issues of composition. We then consider whethervarioustypes of governmentare moreor less likely to succeed in fiscal adjustment.We also
examine whethergovernmentsthatengage in fiscal adjustmentsare less
likely to survive and look at the effect of a fiscal adjustmenton popularity ratings. Finally, we tackle the question of causality.

The Evidence
Before analyzing the political economy of fiscal consolidations, we
discuss what is known abouttheir economics. In some sense, studying
4. Peltzman (1992). More recently, see Lowry, Alt, and Ferre (1997), who also
providean excellent survey of the earlierliterature.
5. Kraemer(1997, p. 3).
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the economics of fiscal consolidations implies studying the effects of
fiscal policy in general. Within this very wide topic, we focus on large
episodes of fiscal consolidation. We start by pointing out some interesting empirical regularitiesin the data, which, althoughin the nature
of simple correlations, we find highly suggestive. We then take into
account initial conditions and accompanyingpolicies, so as to partial
out some concomitantfactors. Although the empiricalregularitiesappear to be very robust, their causal interpretationis an open issue. We
cannot categorically decide among several contrastinginterpretations;
nevertheless, we do provide a coherentexplanationfor these results in
the next section.
Empiricalworkon the effects and sustainabilityof fiscal adjustments
has consistently reached two conclusions.6 First, long-lasting adjustments rely mostly (or exclusively) on spending cuts, in particular,in
governmentwages and social security and welfare; by contrast, shortlived adjustmentsrely mostly on revenue increases. Second, fiscal adjustments are not always associated with reduced growth, or with a
deteriorationin the macroeconomicenvironmentin general.
We illustratethese resultsby isolating episodes of fiscal adjustments
based on the behaviorof the primarybudget deficit, identifying which
are persistent and which are not, and finally, characterizingthe associated macroeconomicdevelopments.7We also examinethe deficit corrected for cyclicality using a method based on the work of Olivier
Blanchard, as described in appendix A below.8 We consider primary
rather than total deficits-that is, we exclude interest paymentsbecause we are interestedin discretionarychanges in fiscal variables.
The Persistence of Fiscal Consolidations

We define a year of tight fiscal policy as a year when the ratio of the
primarydeficit to GDP falls (or the ratio of the surplus to GDP increases) by at least 1.5 percentagepoints. Such a fiscal adjustmentcan
either be successful or unsuccessful: we define success in relation to
6. See Giavazzi and Pagano(1990, 1996);.Alesinaand Perotti(1995, 1996, 1997a);
Alesina and Ardagna(1998); McDermottand Wescott (1996); InternationalMonetary
Fund (1996); Perotti(1997).
7. This section revisits and updates evidence originally presentedin Alesina and
Perotti(1995, 1997a).
8. Blanchard(1990b).
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Table 1. Compositionof Successfuland UnsuccessfulAdjustments,No Cyclical
Correctiona

Percentagepointsof GDP
Sample

Numberof
observations

CHDEF

CHEXP

CHREV

Successfuladjustmentsb

23

-2.61
(0.21)

- 1.73
(0.28)

0.88
(0.26)

Unsuccessfuladjustmentsb

49

- 2.16
(0.1 1)

- 0.58
(0.19)

1.58
(0.15)

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Table gives means and standard deviations (in parentheses) from a panel that is described in appendix A. The panel
spans 1965-95, but in this table 1993-95 are excluded, since the success of an adjustmentcannot be determined until three
years after it occurred. Deficit is not cyclically corrected.
b. In this table, a country-year observation counts as an adjustment year if the ratio of the primary deficit to GDP is
- 1.5). An adjustment is successful if it meets one of the following
reduced by at least 1.5 percentage points (CHDEF
two criteria:either in the three years following the adjustmentyear, the deficit-to-GDP ratio is on average at least 2 percentage
points below its level in the adjustmentyear; or three years after the adjustment, the debt-to-GDP ratio is at least 5 percentage
points below its level in the adjustment year. In all other cases, an adjustment is deemed unsuccessful.

the persistenceof the deficit reduction.Thus a year of tight fiscal policy
is successful if one of the following two conditions applies: either, in
the three years after the tight year, the ratio of the primarydeficit to
GDP is on average at least 2 percentagepoints below its level in the
tight year; or, three years after the year of the adjustment,the debt-toGDP ratio is at least 5 percentagepoints below its level in the adjustment year.
For the cyclically correctedmeasure, these thresholdsare appliedto
the correcteddeficit. The resulting set of years of tight fiscal policy is
very similar to the set for uncorrecteddeficits. While there is a certain
amountof discretion in the choice of criteria, sensitivity analysis confirmsthat the results do not change qualitativelywith differentcriteria.
In the remainderof this section we use ourdataset of nineteenOECD
countriesover the period 1960-95 to investigate the natureand effects
of fiscal adjustments.9Table 1 presentssummarystatistics for successful and unsuccessful adjustments.It shows that in successful adjustments two-thirds of the deficit reduction comes from spending cuts,
while in unsuccessful adjustmentsonly aboutone-quarterof the adjustment is on the spending side. The standarddeviations show that the
9. Our sample includes the following countries:Australia,Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States;
see appendixA for furtherdetails.
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Table2. Compositionof Successfuland UnsuccessfulAdjustments,Deficit Cyclically
Correcteda
Percentagepointsof GDP
Sample

Numberof
observations

COCHDEF

COCHEXP COCHREV

Successfuladjustmentsb

19

-2.96
(0.34)

- 1.58
(0.33)

1.37
(0.47)

Unsuccessfuladjustmentsb

50

-2.47
(0.15)

-0.62
(0.26)

1.86
(0.20)

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Table gives means and standard deviations (in parentheses) from a panel that is described in appendix A. The panel
spans 1965-95. but in this table 1993-95 are excluded, since the success of an adjustmentcannot be determined until three
years after it occurred. Deficit is cyclically corrected.
b. For definitions of an adjustment year and the success of an adjustment, see table 1, note b. In the present table,
adjustment and success criteria are based on the cyclically corrected deficit.

differences are statistically significant. In regardto size, the deficit cut
is only slightly larger in successful than in unsuccessful adjustments.
This indicates that, independentof the size of the adjustment,its composition matters. The qualitativenatureof the results does not change
when we use the cyclically correctedmeasure of deficits, as reported
in table 2.
Table 3 shows that there are critical differences in the composition
of spending cuts between successful and unsuccessful adjustments.In
successful adjustmentsmore thanhalf of the spendingcut derives from
cuts in transfers and government wages, but in unsuccessful adjustments these two components are virtually untouched.'0Alesina and
Perotti show elsewhere that in successful adjustments,the cuts in the
governmentwage bill derive from a combinationof reductionsin wage
rates and in the level, or at least the growth rate, of public employment.11In some cases, public employmentwas very greatly reduced.'2
Successful adjustmentsalso cut nonwage governmentconsumptionand
subsidies more thanin unsuccessful adjustments.In sum, in unsuccessful adjustmentsthe burdenof spending cuts primarilyfalls on public
investment.
On the revenue side, Alesina andPerottishow in the same study that
10. The average changes in transfersand the wage bill are significantlydifferent
from zero in successful adjustments,but are not in unsuccessfuladjustments.
I 1. Alesina and Perotti(1997a).
12. In Ireland, for example, governmentemploymentfell by about 10 percentbetween 1986 and 1989, from about300,000 to 270,000 employees.
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the most successful adjustmentsdo not increasetaxes on labor (that is,
household income taxes and social security taxes), but instead rely on
indirect taxes and taxes on business to increase revenue. By contrast,
unsuccessful adjustmentsrely heavily on increases in taxes on labor.

Fiscal Consolidations and the Macroeconomy

Table 4 presentsstatisticson macroeconomicconditionsbefore, during, and after successful and unsuccessful adjustments.Several interesting observationsemerge. First, the rate of growthrelative to the G7
countriesincreasesduringa successful adjustmentanddecreasesduring
an unsuccessful one. Unemploymentrelative to the G7 average falls
after a successful adjustmentand increases after an unsuccessful adjustment, althoughthese changes are quite small. Moreover,the rateof
growth relative to the G7 immediatelybefore a successful adjustment
is actually lower than that before an unsuccessful one, suggesting that
success is not due to the fact that the economy was growing rapidly
before the adjustment.
Second, during and immediately after a successful adjustment, a
countryexperiences an investment"boom," which is much largerthan
in an unsuccessful adjustment.In the two years following a successful
adjustment,the rateof growthof investmentis 8.58 percent, compared
with 2.35 percent after an unsuccessful adjustment.Consumptionalso
increases significantly during a successful adjustment, although the
difference in the patternof consumptionbetween the two cases is less
strikingthan for investment.
Third, both successful and unsuccessful adjustments are accompanied by a currencydepreciation.13The depreciationis slightly larger
before a successful adjustment.
Fourth-and perhapsmost interesting-the two types of adjustment
exhibit striking differences of labor marketbehavior. Unit labor costs
fall before and during successful adjustments,whereas they increase
during unsuccessful adjustments.Two indicators suggest that profits
increase during successful adjustments and decline in unsuccessful
ones. The first is the behaviorof the ratio of the manufacturedexports
13. In table 4, a minus sign correspondsto a depreciation.
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Table4. MacroeconomicIndicatorsBefore, During, and After Adjustmentsa
Percentagepoints
Successful adjustmentsb
Indicator

Beforec

During

Afterc

lGDPg7

-0.30
(0.26)

0.10
(0.42)

0.19
(0.38)

UNRg7

1.83
(1.08)

1.87
(1.07)

AINV

1.82
(1.42)

ACONS

Unsuccessful adjustmentsb
Beforec

During

Afterc

0.13
(0.22)

-0.30
(0.34)

-0.20
(0.30)

1.46
(1.02)

-0.14
(0.47)

0.01
(0.48)

0.30
(0.50)

6.85
(1.18)

8.58
(1.13)

2.16
(1.05)

6.49
(1.58)

2.35
(1.19)

1.99
(0.37)

3.08
(0.50)

3.32
(0.40)

3.02
(0.30)

3.54
(0.33)

3.25
(0.36)

NINTRTg7

2.27
(0.45)

1.86
(0.34)

2.06
(0.47)

2.31
(0.61)

2.97
(0.72)

3.30
(0.72)

RINTRTg7

0.28
(0.61)

-1.01
(0.74)

0.40
(0.40)

-1.44
(0.42)

-1.78
(0.49)

-0.16
(0.39)

AEFXCHRT

-3.89
(1.10)

-2.15
(1.32)

0.29
(1.05)

-2.90
(0.93)

-2.66
(0.96)

-1.89
(0.89)

TB

-0.50
(0.96)

0.56
(1.09)

0.60
(1.06)

-2.38
(1.06)

-1.97
(0.93)

-1.83
(0.87)

AULC

-4.48
(1.35)

-1.06
(1.64)

3.25
(1.40)

-0.50
(0.76)

1.27
(0.91)

0.50
(0.90)

AVAULC

2.75
(1.27)

4.14
(1.44)

-1.46
(1.09)

0.85
(0.74)

-0.21
(0.98)

-1.47
(0.84)

PSH

30.80
(0.88)

31.92
(0.89)

32.09
(0.88)

32.64
(1.03)

32.35
(1.00)

32.80
(0.95)

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Table gives GDP-weighted means and standarddeviations (in parentheses) from a panel that is described in appendix
A. The panel spans 1965-95, but in this table 1993-95 are excluded, since the success of an adjustmentcannot be determined
until three years after it occurred. Deficit is not cyclically corrected.
b. For definition of the success of an adjustment, see table 1, note b.
c. Period before a year t adjustment comprises years t - 2 and t - 1; period after comprises t + I and t + 2.

deflatorto unit labor costs. 14 The second is the profitshare, which also
increases during successful adjustmentsbut does not in unsuccessful
ones. The opposite is true for the wage share (not shown). The trade
14. We use the manufacturedexportsdeflatorbecausewe are interestedin the effect
of the changesin exportprofitability-that is, to capturethe "competitivenesschannel"
discussed in Alesina and Perotti(1997b). We in fact obtaina very similarpatternwhen
we use the manufacturingsector deflator.
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balance improves more during successful adjustmentsthan it does in
unsuccessful ones, possibly as a consequenceof the differentbehavior
of unit labor costs.
The broad picture described is quite robust to several sensitivity
checks, and it remains largely the same when we use a cyclically adjusted measureof the change in deficit to identify periodsof tight fiscal
policy andsuccessful adjustments.These resultsarealso consistentwith
those of Alesina and Perotti, using a slightly smaller sample and different definitions of adjustmentand success.'5 Moreover, an analysis
of many case studies of adjustmentby Alesina and Silvia Ardagna
points exactly to the same conclusions.16
To summarize,table 4 yields two key regularities.First, the macroeconomic environmentdoes not deteriorateduring successful adjustments, and the economy performsbetter than duringunsuccessful adjustments. And second, the behavior of labor market and income
distributionvariablesdisplays a markedasymmetryacrossthe two types
of fiscal consolidation.
Finally, a word on monetarypolicy. A fiscal adjustmentshould be
less contractionaryif it is accompaniedby loose monetarypolicy. An
exhaustive analysis of the monetarystance of nineteenOECDcountries
over the past thirty-fiveyears is beyond the scope of this paper. However, a few simple observationssuggest that monetarypolicy is not the
whole story behind our results. If it were, one should not observe the
strong correlationbetween the composition of an adjustmentand the
likelihood of success. Moreover, many of the fiscal adjustmentsoccurredin countries whose monetarypolicies were "locked in" by the
process of convergence towardEMU. In some cases, but not all, large
adjustmentswere accompaniedby a devaluation.However, Alesina and
Ardagnashow that such nominal devaluationswere effective and improved the economic outlook only when accompaniedby explicit wage
agreementswith the unions. More generally, they argue that nominal
devaluations cannot be the main explanation for expansionaryfiscal
adjustments. Supply-side policies, such as wage agreements and income policies, accompaniedby non-tax-basedadjustmentsare critical.
15. Alesina and Perotti(1997a). Their sampleends in 1993.
16. Alesina and Ardagna(1998).
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The Theory
One possible interpretationof the evidence presentedabove is that
there is a relationshipbetween the composition of the adjustment,on
one side, andboth its persistenceandits macroeconomicconsequences,
on the other. Is there a coherenttheory for this relationship?The conventional wisdom, at least among governmentsand internationalorganizations, is that fiscal consolidationsare always recessionary;it is the
textbook Keynesianargument.Conventionalwisdom usually has some
justification, and it is often unwise to charge at it as did Don Quixote
against windmills. We do not deny that fiscal consolidations are often
recessionary,but the evidence reviewed above clearly suggests thatthis
is not always the case. Underwhat conditionsmight a consolidationbe
expansionary?In this section we survey some possible-not mutually
exclusive-answers to the two questions raised here.
Wealth Effects and Expectations

The observation that a cut in government consumption increases
private consumptionwould not be surprisingin a neoclassical model.
A permanentcut in government consumption, if perceived as such,
creates a positive wealth effect, because the accompanyingreduction
in future tax liabilities increases the wealth of the private sector. According to this model, a fiscal consolidation achieved by a permanent
reductionin governmentspendingalwaysincreasesprivateconsumption.
For the present purpose, one needs a model in which a reductionin
governmentconsumptionis expansionaryonly undercertainconditions
relevantto fiscal consolidations,and not under"normal"circumstances.
Table 5 presents the average level of debt at the beginning of the
adjustmentyear and the average change in debt over the three years
preceding the adjustmentfor our full sample, and for the subsamples
of successful and unsuccessful adjustments.The table shows that the
greaterthe deteriorationof the fiscal situation, the greateris the likelihood that the adjustmentwill succeed. In particular, the cumulated
change in the debt in the three years before a successful adjustmentis
much larger than that before an unsuccessful adjustment. Also, the
adjustmentsthat succeed tend to be undertakenwhen public debt as
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Table5. AverageDebt at Start of Successfuland UnsuccessfulAdjustmentsa
Percentage points of GDP
Sample

DEBT

CHDEBT

All observations

47.33
(1.09)

3.38
(0.40)

Successful adjusmentsb

68.11
(5.88)

13.20
(2.54)

Unsuccessful adjustmentsb

44.34
(3.57)

5.10
(1.24)

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Table gives means and standard deviations (in parentheses) fronma panel that is described in appendix A. The panel
spans 1965-95, but in this table 1993-95 are excluded, since the success of an adjustmentcannot be determined until three
years after it occurred. Deficit is not cyclically corrected.
b. For definition of the success of an adjustment, see table 1, note b.

share of GDP is relatively high. In fact, as discussed below, recent
theoreticalwork emphasizesthat "fiscal stress" is a potentiallyimportant determinantof the effect of fiscal policy.
Suppose thatthereare real rigidities in the labormarket.An increase
in governmentconsumptionhas two effects: it increases employment,
andthereforeincome andconsumption,butit also reducesprivatesector
wealth, by increasingthe present-discountedvalue of taxation. If there
are credit-constrainedindividuals, the firsteffect may well prevail. By
contrast,if the distortionarycosts of taxationareconvex, as is generally
assumed, the second effect becomes stronger as the initial level of
taxation rises. Hence when the initial level of taxation (in terms of
presentdiscountedvalue) is high-that is, when the initial level of debt
is high-the second effect might prevail. This simple model thus offers
an explanation for a positive, Keynesian correlationbetween government consumptionshocks and changes in private consumptionin normal times, and for a negative, non-Keynesiancorrelationin times of
fiscal stress, as characterizedby high initial levels of debt.
In theory, even a tax increasecould have expansionaryeffects under
this model. As with governmentconsumption, an increase in taxation
has two opposite effects on consumption. It reduces the disposable
income, and thereforethe consumption, of credit-constrainedindividuals; but holding governmentexpenditureconstant, an increase in taxation today must imply a fall in taxation tomorrow.17 If the initial
17. This idea, originally advanced by Blanchard(1990a), has been modeled as
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expected path of taxation is upward sloping, this will reduce overall
distortionsby flatteningthe path of taxation.'8At high levels of debt,
the initial tax distortions are high; thereforethe gain from smoothing
taxation is great and the second effect prevails. At low levels of debt,
the opposite occurs. Hence one obtains a Keynesian, negative correlation between taxation and changes in private consumptionin normal
times, and a positive correlationin times of fiscal stress.
Perotti presents evidence elsewhere on the relative importanceof
Keynesian and non-Keynesianeffects of taxationand governmentconsumption.19When he regresses change in private consumptionon unexpected changes in governmentconsumptionand in taxation, holding
constant change in disposable income, the coefficient of government
consumptionsurprises is positive and significant in normal times but
negative and significantin periods of fiscal stress, defined as those in
which the debt-to-GDPratio is high and rapidlyincreasing.20There is
much less evidence of significantasymmetryin the effects of taxation.
These results are therefore consistent with the evidence presented
above, that better macroeconomic developments are associated with
successful fiscal consolidations, which reduce governmentconsumption, rather than with unsuccessful consolidations, which increase
taxes.
Credibility Effects

High-debtcountriespay interestrisk premiums.21Thereforea decisive change in fiscal policy may have large effects on interest rates,
because of a "discrete" reductionin default risk and inflation risk.22
An importantfactorin the size of such credibilityeffects is the presence
described here by Sutherland(1997) and Perotti (1997). Bertola and Drazen (1993)
develop a relatedmodel, which does not, however, derive a clear-cutempiricalimplication for the effect of a high level of public debt on the adjustment.
18. Manymodels of the political economy of fiscal policy would predictan upwardsloping path for taxation;see, for example, Tabellini and Alesina (1990).
19. Perotti(1997).
20. Unexpectedchanges in governmentconsumptionand taxationare estimatedas
the residualsof a vector autoregression.
21. See Alesina and others (1992) for empiricalevidence on default risk in OECD
countries.
22. For models with this result, see Calvo (1988); Miller, Skidelsky, and Weller
(1990); Alesina, Prati, and Tabellini (1990).
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of multiple equilibria. In the "bad" equilibrium,the budget deficit is
high, the risk premium is high, and the large interest burden makes
fiscal balancemoredifficultto achieve anddefaultmorelikely-so that
the high risk premiumis rational. In the "good" equilibrium, a low
risk premium means that the interest burden is lower and facilitates
balancingthe budget-so that the low risk premiumis rational.Thus a
decisive deficit reductionpolicy can bring about a switch from a suboptimalequilibriumwith a high risk premiumand a high probabilityof
default to an equilibriumwith less risk and lower interest rates. The
presenceof multipleequilibriaimplies thateven a relativelysmall fiscal
adjustmentmay have large effects on interest rates. This credibility
effect may stimulate all those componentsof private demandthat are
very sensitive to interestrates, especially investment.
The initial level of debt may still be importantin this context. In
fact, the risk premium is likely to be a nonlinear function of debt:
nonexistent for low or moderatelevels of debt but present with high
debt-to-GDP ratios.23Furthermore,a given decrease in the risk premium reduces total deficits more, the largeris the initial level of debt.
Labor Markets

The evidence presentedabove points to the importanceof labormarkets. We identify two empirical regularities in this respect. On one
hand, successful consolidations reduce government expenditure on
wages and refrain from increasing labor taxes, whereas unsuccessful
consolidationsdo the opposite. On the other hand, unit labor costs and
the wage share fall immediatelybefore and duringsuccessful consolidations, but do not duringunsuccessful consolidations.
These patternscan be rationalizedin termsof labormarketdynamics
andinstitutions.The economies in our sampleareunionizedto different
degrees. In unionized labor markets, the aggregate labor supply may
be quite elastic, even though the individual labor supply is widely
regardedto be inelastic. When governmentwage consumptionfalls,
the bargainingpower of unions falls and labor costs decline. By contrast, an increase in labortaxationshifts the aggregatesupply of labor,
because it reduces the aftertax income of employed union members.
The unions will demand higher real wages to compensate for the in23. Alesina and others (1992) presentevidence of this nonlinearity.
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crease in taxes. Hence the widely differentbehaviorof unit labor costs
andthe wage sharebetween successful andunsuccessfulconsolidations
can be plausibly explained by differences in the composition of the
adjustments.
Alesina and Perotti show elsewhere that the effect of taxes on unit
labor costs relative to a country's trading partnersis empirically important.24They divide a sample including almost all the OECD countries into three groups, characterizedby high, low, or intermediate
levels of labor union centralization.In countries with low centralization, the labor marketis relatively competitive. In this case, the standardneoclassical labor supply effects hold. In countrieswith high degrees of centralization, the unions are so large and all-encompassing
that they can fully internalize a fiscal adjustmentby the government.
This implies that the unions may not try to recover the value of a tax
hike by raising wages, because they internalize the government's
budget constraint. In countries with an intermediatelevel of centralization, labor unions are strong enough to shift on to the pretax wage
most of the increase in labor taxation, but cannot fully internalizethe
fiscal adjustmentand coordinatea wage moderationpolicy to facilitate
the fiscal adjustment.Alesina and Perottiestimate that in this groupof
countries, increasing the income tax by 1 percent of GDP may cause
an increase in relative unit labor costs of up to 2 percent. This effect is
smallerboth in countrieswith very high levels of union centralization,
such as those in Scandinavia,and in countrieswith low levels of unionization, such as the United States and Canada.
Alesina and Ardagnaexamine a selection of the fiscal adjustments
in our sample and show that wage moderationin exchange for low tax
increases, or explicit incomes policies, is an importantaspect of successful fiscal consolidations.25In some cases, such wage moderation
has resulted from "consensus" between government and the trade
unions; in others, the governmenthas curtailedthe unions' power.
In fact, it may be that the main channelsthroughwhich fiscal policy
affects the economy in OECD countries are the cost side of firms and
relative unit labor costs. This point is typically overlooked in research
based on the assumption of perfectly competitive labor markets-a
24. Alesina and Perotti(1997b).
25. Alesina and Ardagna(1998).
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highly implausible assumptionfor most Europeancountries. Also, as
we arguebelow, froma political pointof view, unionbehavioris critical
in determiningthe success of fiscal adjustments.
Fiscal policy can influence labor supply in a representativeagent,
perfectly competitive, neoclassical model. But the directionof the effects is often contraryto that indicatedby the empiricalregularities.A
cut in unproductivegovernmentconsumption, for example, increases
the wealth of individuals, and reduces their labor supply if leisure is a
normalgood. As a consequence, unit labor costs increase and Tobin's
investmentq falls, which is exactly the opposite of what the empirical
evidence on successful consolidationswould suggest.26
Similarly, the pure neoclassical model is not a promising starting
point for an analysis of the effects of taxation in large fiscal consolidations. On one hand, a tax increasereduceswealthandleisure, thereby
increasing labor supply. On the other hand, by the substitutioneffect,
laborsupply decreases. But in general, the empiricalevidence suggests
that these neoclassical labor supply effects are quite small.27
Political Effects of Composition

Cuts in different categories of spending may have different effects
on the permanenceof a fiscal adjustment,as well as on the political
survival of governments, for at least three reasons.
EXPECTATION EFFECTS. Differenttypes of cut may inherentlybe more
or less permanent.For instance, postponingthe maintenanceof public
capital may be only a short-termstrategy. By contrast, changes in
eligibility criteriaand benefitreductionsfor social securityand welfare
programshave long-lasting effects. Since welfare cuts are-and are
perceived to be-more permanent, they may have strong positive
wealth and expectation effects, because they signal permanentreductions in the level of taxes.
From a political standpoint,however, cuts in welfare spendingmay
be particularlyunpopular(especially in Europe),whereascuts in public
investment are less visible and costly in the short run, although they
come at a higherlong-runcost in termsof the productivityof infrastruc26. Baxter and King (1993) illustratethe effects of tax and spending policies on
laborsupply and outputin a real business-cycle model.
27. See Pencavel (1986).
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ture. If politicians care more about the short run than the long, they
will be biased in favor of investmentcuts. KennethRogoff presents a
model in which, because of lags in information, even rational voters
rewardincumbentgovernmentsfor choosing to cut investment rather
than current spending.28 Moreover, welfare cuts might imply an
increase in post-tax income inequality, which could be an political
liability.
POLITICALCREDIBILITY. Since welfare cuts may be a particularlysensitive issue, governmentswilling to cut spendingon welfare and wages
signal thatthey are really serious aboutthe fiscal adjustmentand accept
the political risk associated with it. This type of fiscal adjustmentthus
enjoys increasedcredibility and may have a strongereffect on interest
rates.
Tavares shows that this effect is particularlystrong for left-wing
governments. Given the preferences of their constituency, it is more
costly for left-wing governmentsto cut public spending. If they actually
do so, they signal strongcommitmentto the fiscal adjustmentandbuild
credibility.29
LABOR MARKET EFFECTS. Cuts in governmentwages and employment
will have a different effect on labor supply than will cuts in nonwage
governmentconsumption.A fall in governmentemploymentshifts the
aggregatedemandfacing the union, implying a reductionof unit labor
costs. The political costs of cutting governmentwages or employment
may be quite high, though-not so much at the ballot box, but because
such policies go against the interests of entrenchedbureaucracies.

Summary

Fiscal adjustmentsthat rely on cuts in government transfers and
wages and are implementedin periods of fiscal stress are long lasting
and are not contractionary.On the demandside, the expansionaryaspect of such fiscal adjustmentsworks through an expectation effect,
which is strongerthe worse are initial fiscal conditions. On the supply
side, the interactionof certaintypes of adjustment-those without tax
increasesbut with cuts in governmentemploymentand wages-lead to
28. Rogoff (1990).
29. Tavares(1998). This is an exampleof the "why it takesa Nixon to go to China"
argumentdeveloped formallyin Cukiermanand Tommasi(1998).
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wage moderation, reduced relative unit labor costs, and increases in
profitability,business investment, and production.

Type of Cabinet and Fiscal Adjustments
In this section we summarizethe relationshipbetween cabinets with
variouspartystructuresandideological complexionsandfiscal policies.
In particular, we look at which types of cabinet are more likely to
follow deficit reductionpolicies, and how persistenttheir policies are
likely to be.
Data

We use the sample of nineteen OECD countries over the period
1960-95 described above. The main variableof interestis the change
in the primarydeficit. Interestpaymentsareexcluded, since the purpose
of the exercise is to study the effects of discretionaryfiscal policy, and
interest rates are not underthe direct control of governments,particularly in small open economies. We measure the deficit as a share of
GDP.
A crucial issue thatarises here is whetherto use a cyclically adjusted
measure of the primarydeficit or the uncorrectedmeasure. There are
valid argumentsfor either method. On the one hand, in favor of using
the adjustedmeasure,voters may try to distinguishcyclical effects from
purposefulchanges in spendingand taxation. For instance, an increase
in the deficit due to a surge in unemploymentand the associatedrise in
the volume of unemploymentcompensationpayments may not be regarded in the same way as a deficit increase due to additionaldiscretionary spending. Conversely, a deficit reductiondue to a high growth
rate may not be perceived in the same way as a deficit reduction
achieved by raising tax rates. But on the other hand, voters may not be
very accuratein distinguishingbetween discretionarypolicy and cyclical effects of the budget;even professionaleconomists cannot agree on
an appropriatecyclical correction. We show below, however, that our
results are qualitativelyvery robustto both the cyclically correctedand
the uncorrectedmeasuresof the primarydeficit.
As for types of cabinet, we focus on the numberof parties in gov-
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ernmentandtheirideological bent. We distinguishbetween single party
cabinets and coalition cabinets, composed of membersof two or more
of the national parties. For ideological alignment, we adopt a cabinet
ideology indicator that is widely used in the political science
literature.30

For this exercise, our definition of tight and loose fiscal policy is a
generalizationfrom thatused above. A year of tight fiscal policy is one
in which the change in the ratio of the primarydeficit to GDP is less
than or equal to - 1.5 percentagepoints; and a year of loose policy is
one in which the change in the same ratio is greaterthan or equal to
1.5 percentagepoints.
We use the same definitionof success as above: a successful adjustment is a year of tight policy such that either it is followed by three
years in which the averageratioof the primarydeficit to GDP is at least
2 percentagepoints lower thanin the tight year;or three years afterthe
tight policy, the debt-to-GDPratio is 5 percentagepoints lower than it
was in that year.
Results

Table 6 illustrates the relative frequencies of the various outcomes
as a function of governmentcharacteristics.Note that we distinguish
successful andunsuccessfuladjustmentsonly for tightperiods. The first
column identifies the frequencies of particulargovernmentcharacteristics. For instance, the first entry in the column, 0.53, identifies the
frequency of single party cabinets in the panel of government-years,
whereas the first entry in the second column presents the relative frequencywith which cabinetsof this type pursueloose policies. The other
entries may be interpretedin a similar manner.
The table shows that the ideological orientationof governmentdoes
not seem to have much influence on the frequency of loose and tight
episodes. Although left-wing governmentshave a higher frequencyof
loose policies, they are also more likely to follow tight policies than
right-wing governments.31In fact, there are several examples of right30. This indicatoris presentedin Budge, Keman, and Woldendorp(1993) and is
describedbelow. See appendixA for furtherdetails on all definitionsand sources.
31. This finding is consistent with that of Alesina, Roubini, and Cohen (1997). In
their study of political business cycles in OECD countries, they use panel regressions
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wing governments that run large deficits, including the two Reagan
administrationsin the United States in the 1980s and the Conservative
government in Sweden in the late 1970s.32In Italy during the 1970s
and 1980s, deficits occurredregardlessof the political complexion of
the cabinet. The table also indicates that the probabilityof successthat is, the ratio of successful adjustmentsto the total numberof tight
adjustments-is virtually identical for left-wing and right-wing
governments.
Most interesting,the probabilityof success is muchlower for centrist
governmentsrelative to right- and left-wing governments, and for coalition governmentsrelative to single partygovernments.These observations are two sides of the same coin, since all centrist governments
are coalition governments. Specifically, the table shows that coalition
governmentsimplementtight policies as often as do single party governments, but these initiatives almost never lead to long-lasting fiscal
adjustments. The finding that fragmented governments have greater
difficulty in permanentlyconsolidatingthe budget and typically fail in
their attemptsto do so is validated empirically by several studies.33It
is also consistent with theoreticalmodels that emphasize the effect of
a fragmenteddecision process on the timing of fiscal stabilizations.34

Fiscal Adjustments and Changes in Government
In this section we considerthe electoralconsequencesof fiscal policy
in general, and of fiscal adjustmentsin particular.
Data

For this exercise, in additionto the variablesconsidered in the previous section, we need to define the instances when there is a change
to examine whetherthe average level of the budget deficit is higher for left- or rightwing cabinets, with inconclusiveresults.
32. These episodes inspiredPerssonand Svensson (1989), who model the incentive
for a right-wing cabinet to run a deficit in order to reduce the level of government
spendingthat futurecabinets are able to finance.
33. See Grilli, Masciandaro, and Tabellini (1991); Alesina and Perotti (1995);
Kontopoulosand Perotti(1997); Hallerbergand von Hagen (1997).
34. See, for example, Alesina andDrazen(1991); Spolaore(1993); Velasco (1996).
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in government.35We startfrom the set of all governmentterminations
(TERM);that is, any instance in which a governmentends, regardless
of the reason. A government terminationmay or may not lead to a
change in government. We consider two overlappingtypes of change
in government:a change of prime minister (PMCH) and a change in
the ideological orientationof the cabinet (IDEOCH).These are dummy
variables, equal to one when a change occurs. The two sets are distinct,
so that in the United Kingdom, for example, the replacementof Margaret Thatcherby John Majoris classified as PMCHbut not IDEOCH,
while the replacementof JohnMajorby Tony Blair is classified as both
PMCH and IDEOCH.36Changes of prime minister are more frequent
than changes in ideology, because often the leadershipof a majorcoalition partychanges, andhence also the primeminister,althoughthere
is no accompanyingchange in the ideology of the cabinetoverall. Note,
however, that ideological changes are not simply a subset of changes
of prime minister:the same prime minister might lead two successive
coalition cabinetswith compositionssufficientlydifferentthatthey correspond to different ideologies.37A third dummyvariable (ALLCH)is
definedto be equal to one when a change either of ideology or of prime
minister occurs. The number of positive observations of ALLCHis
higher than for either PMCH or IDEOCHand smaller than for TERM.
The definition of change of prime minister change is selfexplanatory. In some cases when there is a change of prime minister
but no change in the supportingcoalition, the primeministerretiredfor
healthreasonsratherthanfor any policy-relatedreason. Thereare only
a handfulof such cases, however, and we have verifiedthat our results
would not change if we eliminatedthese from our sample. We do not
exclude cases when an incumbentprime minister chooses not to run,
since that decision may in itself be an endogenousresponse to policy,
and thereforeexcluding such observationswould bias our results. For
35. Details of data sources and the constructionof all variables are provided in
appendixA.
36. For the United States, we considera change of presidentequivalentto a change
of prime minister in all other countries. This implies that we classify a change in the
partyof the presidentas a change in ideology.
37. A change in the party composition of the cabinet is a necessary, but not a
sufficient, conditionfor a change in cabinetideology.
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example, a prime ministermay choose not to run for anotherterm if he
is perceived as unpopularand unlikely to win.38
The definitionof whatconstitutesan ideological change, by contrast,
is not obvious. We have adopted and updated a measure commonly
used by political scientists. This first classifies political parties on a
left-right spectrum, accordingto "expert judgments" by political scientists. It then assigns an ideological index to a cabinet on the basis of
the weights of the different partiesthat hold ministerialposts.39
The reappointmentof the same party or coalition of partiesto form
a new cabinet may indicatethat voters are satisfiedwith currentpolicy.
But the party composition of the cabinet is not the direct choice of the
voters; instead, it results from postelectoralnegotiationsbetween parties whose relative strength does not fluctuate greatly over time. In
some extremecases, such as Japan,the political system makesa change
in the ideological characterof the cabinet very unlikely. Conversely,
the replacementof a prime ministermay reflect voters' dissatisfaction
with the fiscal policies pursuedunderhis leadership,even though they
are not willing to bring the opposition partiesto power. For our statistical results, we present two measures of changes in government:the
broadestmeasure,ALLCH,and the more restrictedIDEOCH.
Table 7 shows the relative frequency of positive values for the
dummy variables TERM, ALLCH, PMCH, and IDEOCH in the full

sample and for each country. Out of a total of 631 usable observations,
291 are cabinet terminations, 164 are changes of prime minister, and
ninety-five are changes in ideology. The countrywith the most terminations is Italy, with twenty-nine. The countrieswith the least are the
Netherlands and the United States, with eleven terminationseach.40
Italy also has the highest numberof changes of prime minister, while
Austria, Canada, and Germanyhave the lowest number.
38. We also eliminate the transitionfrom Ronald Reagan to George Bush in the
United States, since Reaganwas barred,underthe Constitution,fromrunningfor a third
term.
39. Budge, Keman, and Woldendorp(1993). See appendixA for a more detailed
exposition of our procedures.
40. One might expect a relative frequencyof 0.25 for TERMfor the United States,
since the Constitutionfixes the presidentialterm at four years. Note, however, that our
sample includes the assassinationof John F. Kennedy and the resignationof Richard
Nixon, both of which are countedas terminationsin table 7.
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Table 7. Frequency of Government Terminations and Cabinet Changes, by Country,
1965-95a
Frequency
TERM

ALLCH

PMCH

IDEOCH

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States

0.53
0.36
0.47
0.33
0.58
0.56
0.53
0.44
0.33
0.42
0.80
0.58
0.30
0.44
0.53
0.39
0.47
0.33
0.30

0.22
0.19
0.33
0.14
0.33
0.44
0.42
0.14
0.28
0.25
0.56
0.33
0.28
0.33
0.37
0.17
0.28
0.19
0.22

0.22
0.14
0.25
0.14
0.22
0.44
0.39
0.14
0.28
0.22
0.56
0.33
0.22
0.28
0.32
0.17
0.25
0.19
0.22

0.14
0.14
0.28
0.00
0.28
0.19
0.14
0.08
0.17
0.14
0.19
0.03
0.14
0.30
0.32
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.14

All countriesb

0.46

0.29

0.26

0.15

Country

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. For each country, table gives mean of a given dummy variable across all years in the sample. Sample begins after 1965
for some countries; see appendix A.
b. Gives variable means for entire panel.

As mentioned above, we use the sample of changes irrespectiveof
whether a transition to a new cabinet occurs by means of elections,
cabinet reshuffling, or other procedures.In certain countries, such as
the United States, almost all changes in governmentoccur as a result
of general elections, but in many other countries governmentresignations and coalition reshuffles take place without elections.41We have
examined whether our results differ substantiallywhen we use only
changes following elections, but find that they do not. Therefore we
present results using changes following any type of termination,
whetheror not it follows an election.
Anotherimportantdata issue concernsthe timing of changes in governmentwithin the calendaryear, relative to the fiscal year. Suppose
41. The exceptions for the United States in our sampleare the replacementsof John
F. Kennedyby LyndonJohnsonand of RichardNixon by GeraldFord.
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Table 8. Correlations Among Deficit and Cabinet Change Variablesa
Correlation coefficient

COCHDEF
TOTCHDEF
TERM
ALLCH
PMCH
IDEOCH

CHDEF

COCHDEF

TOTCHDEF

TERM

ALLCH

PMCH

0.72
0.79
0.13
0.04
0.06
-0.05

1.00
0.60
0.28
0.16
0.27
-0.11

1.00
0.31
0.23
0.26
0.18

1.00
0.82
0.81
0.38

1.00
0.96
0.55

1.00
0.36

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Panel spans 1965-95, as described in appendix A. Correlations are among the residuals that result from regressing
these variables on country dummies.

that a governmentterminatesin Juneof year t. Should one considerthe
fiscal variables of year t as before or after governmenttermination?
This choice clearly has implications for the correspondencebetween
fiscal policies and the governmentchanges that are seen as a response
to those policies. We adopt the following simple convention: every
terminationthat occurs between July 1 of year t and June 30 of year
t+ 1 is considered to fall in calendaryear t; thereforeit is considered
contemporaneousto the fiscal outcomes of year t. In other words, the
fiscal policy of year t is regardedas a determinantof governmentcollapses from July 1 of year t to June 30 of year t+ 1.42
We consider three measuresof changes in the deficit: the change in
the ratio of the primary deficit to GDP from year t- 1 to year t
(CHDEF); the average value of CHDEF over the term of office of the
currentcabinet up to year t (TOTCHDEF); and CHDEF correctedfor
the cycle (COCHDEF). The correlationsin the panel among these definitions of changes in the deficit and the cabinet change variables are
reportedin table 8.
Note the high positive correlationsbetween the differentdefinitions
of the deficit. More important,increasesin the contemporaneousdeficit
areweakly butpositively correlatedwith changesin government.Cyclically correctedchange in the deficit and change over the term of office
are more strongly correlatedwith cabinet changes. Overall, these sim42. We have performeda sensitivity analysis on this definition and find that our
resultsarequalitativelyunaffected.For some reason, governmentterminationsare much
more frequent in the first and last quartersof the year that in the middle two, and
thereforemovingthe breakpointbetweenAprilandOctobermakesvery little difference.
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Figure 1. Frequencyof Cabinet Changesand Fiscal Adjustmentsa
Frequencyof cabinetchanges

All observations

Currentyeard

Next yeare

Next termination'

Source: For sources of all dataand explanationsof all variables,see appendixA.
a. Figure gives mean of dummy variableALLCHfor various subsets of country-years in a panel that spans 1960-95 and is
described in appendixA.
b. Panel is restrictedto country-yearsin which -1 .5 < CHDEF < 0.
c. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF?-l .S.
d. Bars for small and large fiscal adjustmentsreferto governmentchanges occurringil the same year as the adjustment.
e. Bars for small and large fiscal adjustmentsreferto governmentchanges occurringin the year following the adjustmlent.
f. Refers to governmentchanges occurringat the next termination(TERM).Panel is restrictedto country-yearsthatale followed
within threeyears by a terminationa.

pie row correlationsprovide no evidence that loose fiscal policies lead
to electoral success or that tight policies lead to defeat.
Fiscal Adjustments and the Timing of Changes in Government

We now focus on the timing of changes in governmentrelative to
the timing of fiscal adjustmentsof different intensities. Recall that
government changes (ALLCH)are a subset of terminations(TERM).
Figure 1 plots the frequency of ALLCHagainst deficit reductions of
different sizes, showing contemporaneous changes in government,
changes that occur one year after the fiscal adjustment,and changes in
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the next termination.In each case, the figurepresentsthe frequencyof
changesfor the whole sample, for small deficitreductions,andfor large
reductions.
The first of the left-hand set of bars shows that the frequency of
ALLCHfor the entire sample is about 0.3, indicating a change about
every three years, on average, as one would expect from table 7. The
second barin this set indicatesthe frequencyof changesfollowing small
adjustments(that is, 0 to 1.5 percentagepoint reductionsin the debtto-GDP ratio), and the third bar indicates the frequency of changes
following large adjustments(that is, reductionsof at least 1.5 percentage points). If governments fell more often than average following
periods of fiscal tightening, the second and thirdbar of each set would
be higher than the first. In fact, irrespective of the timing of change
after adjustment,we find no evidence that this is the case.
The right-handset of bars samples only those year that are followed
within three years by a termination.43The first bar in this set, for
example, indicates that of all the country-yearobservations that are
followed within three years by a termination,about half are followed
by a terminationthat is a change in government. Once again, we find
no evidence that deficit reduction policies increase the frequency of
political change.
Figure 2 presents equivalent results for changes in ideology
(IDEOCH).At firstglance it appearsthatideological changes are more
frequentafterlarge fiscal adjustmentsthanaftersmall adjustments,and
are more frequentthan average overall. However, closer examination
of the data suggests that the evidence is inconclusive. A more detailed
breakdownof adjustmentsize reveals that the highest frequency of
IDEOCHdoes not occur after the largest adjustments(that is, a deficit
reductionof more than 2.5 percentagepoints of GDP), but ratherin an
intermediaterange, closer to a 1.5 percentagepoint cut in the deficitto-GDP ratio.44The results obtained by using the cyclically corrected
measureof changein the deficit arevirtuallyidenticalto those presented
in figures 1 and 2.
43. Our sample includes cabinet tenuresof up to five years. We have verified that
our resultsdo not change if we considerthe next termination,whateverthe time it takes
to occur, ratherthan a terminationin the next threeyears.
44. These results are not shown here, but are availableupon request.
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Figure 2. Frequency of Changes in Cabinet Ideology and Fiscal Adjustments!,
Frequency of cabinet changes

All observations
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Source: For sources of all data and explanationsof all viiriables,see appendixA.
a. Figui-egives meati of dut-nmyvai-iableIDEOCH for various subsets of counti-y-yearsin a panel that spans 1960-95 and is
describedin appendixA.
b. Panel is restrictedto coutiti-y-yearsin which -1,5 < CHDEF < 0.
c. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF < -1.5.
d, Bars for small aiid lai-gefiscal adjttstnientsrefei-to ideological changes occurringin the sitmeyear as the adJustment.
e. Bars for small and large fiscal adjustmentsrefer to ideological changes occuri-itigin the yeai-followinc,the adjLlstiiieiit.
f. Refers to ideological changes occuri-ingat the next termitiation(TERM).Panel is restrictedto country-yezirsthat are followed
within threeyears by a teri-nination.

Composition of Adjustments and the Timing of
Changes in Government
We argue above that the most successful (that is, long lasting) adjustments involve spending cuts rather than tax increases. Political rhetoric suggests that spending cuts, especially in welfare and social security programs, are very unpopular. However, the structure of current
such
Europe, in particular-is
spending in most OECD countries-in
that it is virtually impossible to achieve significant spending cuts without affecting these components of the budget. Whereas in the early
1960s government consumption represented more than half of spending
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Figure 3. Frequencyof Cabinet Changesand Expenditure-and
Tax-BasedAdjustmentsa
Frequencyof cabinetchanges

E

All observations

Largeadjustments'

0.30 _I

Expenditure-based adjustments:
0.25

-

Tax-based adjustments

0.200.15-

0.05

All changesin cabinet

Changesin ideologyof cabinet

Source: For sourcesof all data and explanationsof all variables,see appendixA.
a. Figuregives eitherthe meanof a dummy variableindicatingall changes in government(ALLCH)or the meanof a dummy variable indicatingchanges in governmentideology (IDEOCH), as specified, for various subsets of the country-yearsin a panel that
spans 1960-95 and is described in appendixA.
b. Panel is restrictedto country-yearsin which CHDEF < -1.5.
c. Includesonly country-year.sinwhich CHDEF?< -1.5 and the change in expenditures(CHEXP) is less than its median value
in large adjustmentyears.
d. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF < -1.5 and CHEXPis greaterthan its median value in largeadjustmentyears.

in most OECD countries, over the past thirty years the transfer and
welfare components of the budget have grown much faster than governmentconsumption, so that relative size of the two componentsas a
fractionof total spending has been reversed.
Figure 3 relates the compositionof adjustmentsto contemporaneous
governmentchanges. We focus on large adjustments,definedas deficit
reductionsof 1.5 percentagepoints of GDP or more.45We also divide
45. We choose this thresholdof deficit reductionto isolate really large adjustments
while maintaininga fair numberof observations;a thresholdof 2.5 percentagepoints
would yield far fewer observations.Ourresultsare not highly sensitive to the choice of
threshold,however.
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these large adjustmentsinto "spending-based"adjustments(those with
spendingcuts greaterthanthe medianfor large adjustments)and "taxbased" adjustments(those with spendingcuts below the median). Figure 3 shows, first, that in years with a fiscal adjustmentof at least 1.5
percentagepoints of GDP, the frequencyof ALLCHis lower than the
overall frequency in the panel, as seen also in figure 1.46 Second, at
least in the case of contemporaneouseffects, governments seem to
survive in office more often when they cut spending than when they
increase taxes.
Figure 4 focuses on governmentwages and is organizedin the same
way as figure 3. It shows that governmentsthat choose to cut government wages more have a higher probabilityof survival. The result is
particularlystriking for ALLCH. Figure 5 examines transfers in the
same manner.While the resultsfor ALLCHshow no differencebetween
"transfer-based"and other adjustments,the results for IDEOCHsuggest that the probabilityof survival is higher for governmentsthat do
not cut transfers.
In summary,our results up to this point offer no evidence that voters
punish governmentsfor reducing deficits. In the case of large adjustments, it seems that if a governmentrelies mostly on spending cutsand on cuts in governmentwages, in particular-it is less likely to fall.

Fiscal Adjustments and the Probability of
Change in Government
In this section we estimate the probabilityof change in government
as a function of several economic variables and characteristicsof the
cabinet. Our purpose is to determine the effect of changes in fiscal
stance on the probabilityof a cabinet's survival. We runprobitregressions on our panel with a measure of cabinet change (ALLCH or
IDEOCH) as the dependentvariable. For each definition of change in
cabinet, we estimate the effect of a 1 percentagepoint change in the
deficit-to-GDPratio, accordingto one of threedefinitions:using change
in the uncorrecteddeficit (CHDEF), using change in the cyclically
46. In other words, the first and second bars of each set in figure 3. are equivalent
to the first andthirdbarsof each set in figure 1, measuringthe contemporaneouschange
in the cabinet.
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Figure 4. Frequencyof Cabinet Changesand GovernmentWage-and
Non-Wage-BasedAdjustments'
Frequencyof cabinetchanges

111Allobser'.ations

LIZ Largeadjust,nentsh

0.30

Governtnent wage-based
adjustinentsv

0.25

Non-wage-based
adjustmentts'
..... ..
. i iEf0
::
t.f........

0.10
0.05

All changesin cabinet

Changesin ideologyof cabinet

Source: For sources of all data and explanationsof all variables,see appendixA.
a. Figuregives eitherthe meanof a dummyvariableindicatingall changes in government(ALLCH)or the meanof a dummy variable indicatingchanges in governmentideology (IDEOCH), as specified, for various subsets of the country-yearsin a panel that
spans 1960-95 and is describedin appendixA.
b. Panel is restrictedto country-yearsin which CHDEF < -1.5.
c. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF < - 1.5 and the change in governmentwages (CHCGW)is less than its median
value in large adjustmentyears.
d. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF < -1.5 and CHCGWis greaterthan its medianvalue in large adjustmentyears.

corrected deficit (COCHDEF), or average change in the ratio during
the tenureof the currentcabinet (TOTCHDEF).
In addition, we introducethree other macroeconomicindicatorsas
right-hand-sidevariables:GDP growth(AGDP), the growthrate of the
unemploymentrate (AUNR), and the inflation rate (INFL). The motivation for these controls is straightforward:GDP growth, unemployment, and inflation are the standardmacroeconomicvariables considered in the literatureon the determinantsof voting behavior.47Although
47. For the United States, see, in particular,Kramer(1971); Fair (1978); Alesina
and Rosenthal(1995). For other OECD countries, see Lewis-Beck (1988); Powell and
Whitten(1993).
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Figure 5. Frequencyof Cabinet Changesand Transfer-and Non-Transfer-Based
Adjustmentsa
Frequencyof cabinetchanges

L
0.30 -

All observations
Largeadjustmentsh

Transfer-based
adjustments:
adjustmentsd
Non-transfer-based

0.250.20
0.150.10
0.05

All changesin cabinet

Changesin ideologyof cabinet

Source: For sources of all data and explanationsof all variables,see appendixA.
a. Figuregives eitherthe meanof a dummyvariableindicatingall changes in government(ALLCH)or the meanof a dummy variable indicatingchanges in governtnentideology (IDEOCH). as specified, for various subsets of the country-yearsin a panel that
spans 19611-95and is described in appendixA.
b. Panel is restrictedto country-yearsin which CHDEF S -1.5.
c. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF?S-1.5 and the chanigein transfers(CHTRF)is less than its medianvalue in large
adjustimient
years.
d. Includesonly country-yearsin which CHDEF?S-1.5 and CHTRFis greaterthan its median value in large adjustmentyears.

the level of unemploymentvaries acrosscountriesit is very persistentin
many countries.48Hence we use the rateof growthof the unemployment
rate ratherthan its level as a dependentvariable.49The inflationrate is
intendedto capturethe conventionalwisdom and well-documentedfact
thatpeople dislike inflationand may punishgovernmentsfor it.50
We also control for three characteristicsof cabinets that may affect
48. For a classic study on unemploymentpersistencein Europe, see Summersand
Blanchard(1990).
49. We have triedboth using the rateof changeof the unemploymentrate and using
the simple difference in the unemploymentrate. The results are not affected by this
distinction, and here we presentonly those using the rate of change.
50. See Shiller (1996) for empiricalevidence.
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the likelihood of their political survival: number of years in power
(DURAT); whether it is supported by a majority in parliament (MAJ);
and whether it is of a coalition of two or more parties (COAL). The
probability of a change in government should increase with tenure; and
coalition governments and those not supported by a parliamentary majority should be weaker and more likely to collapse.51
Table 9 presents results of the probit specifications for the full sample. In each case, the deficit variable is statistically insignificant, irrespective of the way we measure changes in the deficit and in cabinets.
This is a crucial finding: there is no evidence that fiscal profligacy is
associated with longer survival in office.
The coefficients on growth and unemployment are insignificant, even
though they display the expected signs in most cases. The coefficient
on inflation has the expected sign and is statistically significant, whatever the specification: higher inflation increases the probability of a
government change. These findings are consistent with the existing
literature. For example, G. Bingham Powell Jr. and Guy Whitten and
Martin Paldam consider elections in OECD countries and find insignificant effects of growth and unemployment on voting behavior. Kaare
Strom and Martin Lipset obtain similar results on growth and unemployment but significant results on inflation, particularly from 1973.
Michael Lewis-Beck's results on a smaller sample of countries are
consistent with these.52
Our results on the political controls are highly consistent with conventional wisdom, as well as with the existing literature. On all of these
variables the coefficients have the expected signs and are statistically
significant. Ceteris paribus, coalition governments and minority governments are more likely to fall in any given period: a coalition government is about 11 to 15 percent more likely to fall than a single party
government, while a majority cabinet has about an 8 to 11 percent
lower probability of falling than a minority cabinet. The weakest type
of government is thus an alliance of two or more parties that does not
51. See Powell and Whitten(1993).
52. Powell and Whitten (1993); Paldam (1991); Strom and Lipset (1984); LewisBeck (1988). The United States is an importantexceptionto this pattern.Thereis a vast
literatureshowing that the rate of GDP growth, and to a lesser extent unemployment
and inflation, are importantdeterminantsof presidentialelections; see, in particular,
Kramer(1971); Fair (1978); Alesina and Rosenthal(1995).
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Table9. Probit RegressionsPredicting Cabinet Changes, Whole Samplea
Independent
variable
CHDEF

ALLCH

ALLCH

-0.017
(-0.39)
-0.004

-0.020
(-0.54)
-0.007

0.015
(0.34)
0.005

TOTCHDEF

-0.010
(-0.34)
-0.003

-0.005
(-0.21)
-0.002

-0.024
(-0.80)
-0.005

-0.044
(- 1.29)
-0.010
0.001
(0.23)
0.002

0.031
(2.59)
0.010

0.026
(2.05)
0.006

0.026
(2.05)
0.006

0.023
(1.69)
0.005

0.186
(3.31)
0.061

0.181
(3.22)
0.060

0.228
(3.64)
0.049

0.228
(3.64)
0.049

0.224
(3.57)
0.049

0.465
(3.72)
0.153

0.461
(3.62)
0.152

0.511
(3.44)
0.112

0.516
(3.49)
0.114

0.512
(3.39)
0.113

-0.242
(- 1.69)
-0.082

-0.264
(- 1.82)
-0.090

-0.403
(-2.43)
-0.096

-0.402
(-2.42)
-0.096

-0.447
(-2.66)
-0.109

- 326.56
582

- 318.01
564

- 230.89
583

- 203.85
582

- 155.93
564

0.003
(1.00)
0.001

INFLb

0.029
(2.61)
0.010

0.030
(2.64)
0.010

DURAT

0.185
(3.31)
0.061

COAL

0.456
(3.63)
0.150

Summarystatistic
Log likelihood - 326.71
583
N

-0.026
(-0.85)
-0.005

0.001
(0.38)
0.002

0.003
(1.17)
0.001

-0.246
(-1.72)
-0.083

-0.020
(-0.69)
-0.006

-0.014
(-0.26)
-0.003

0.001
(0.46)
0.003

AUNRb

MAJ

-0.006
(-0.16)
-0.001

0.009
(0.26)
0.003

COCHDEF

AGDPb

Dependentvariable
ALLCH IDEOCH IDEOCH IDEOCH

-0.001
(-0.04)
-0.000

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Probit regressions include a constant and use the panel of country-years described in appendix A. Each set of entries
includes the coefficient, the t statistic (in parentheses), and the marginaleffect of a one unit change in the regressor (evaluated
at the means of all regressors).
b. When TOTCHDEF is included as the deficit change variable, given variables are replaced by ATOTGDP, ATOTUNR,
and ATOTINFL, as appropriate, and corresponding coefficients are reported.
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hold a majorityin the legislature. Not surprisingly,the probabilityof a
change in governmentincreases with tenure.
The results in table 9 are robustto various sensitivity analyses. For
example, they do not change when we drop the political or economic
control variables, either as a group or individually, or when we introduce countrydummies.53We also check whether,conditionalon a given
year being a termination,the probabilityof a change in prime minister
or ideology is affected by the fiscal policy variable, by isolating the
sample of years when there was a terminationand runningthe specifications presentedin the table. Once again, we find no evidence of an
effect of deficit cuts on the probabilityof governmentsurvival, either
with the correcteddeficit or with the uncorrecteddeficit.
An importantpossibility is thatthereis a lag between the adjustment
and the electoral fortunes of the government.We run the same probit
specificationsbut lag each of the independentvariablesby one year. We
constructsimilarvariablesfor changeof cabinetin the next termination,
wheneverit occurs. Ourresultsconfirmthatcabinetsthatcut deficitsare
not punishedby voters at any time in the future.This is trueirrespective
of the measureof deficitor changein governmentconsidered.
In table 10 we replicate the probitregressionsof table 9 but restrict
the sample to adjustmentyears. In otherwords, we include in the panel
only country-yearsin which the deficit change variableassumes a negative sign; the magnitudesof the observeddeficit reductionsstill vary.
In all specifications, the coefficient of the deficit variablehas a positive
sign. In most cases, the coefficient is statisticallyinsignificant,with the
exception of the thirdcolumn, where it is significant. The fact that the
coefficient on the deficit is always positive indicates that, if anything,
more radical adjustmentsare associated with a lower probabilityof a
change in government.When we runthis specificationfor the subsample of country-yearsin which the deficit increases, the coefficients are
insignificant. That is, there is no evidence that looser fiscal policies
contributeto political survival.
53. In particular,we examine the joint significanceof the economic variablesusing
a likelihood ratio test. At standardconfidencelevels, we find that we cannotreject the
hypothesisthatgrowth(AGDP) andunemploymentgrowth(AUNR)arejointly insignificant for eitherALLCHor IDEOCH. However, the hypothesisthat growth, unemployment, and inflationarejointly insignificantis stronglyrejected, whicheverindicatorof
change is used.
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Table 10. Probit RegressionsPredicting Cabinet Changes, Sample of Adjustment
Yearsa
Independent
variable
CHDEF

Dependentvariable
ALLCH

ALLCH

IDEOCH IDEOCH IDEOCH
0.042
(0.46)
0.009

0.100
(1.19)
0.032

0.004
(0.04)
0.001

0.106
(1.17)
0.034

COCHDEF

0.245
(2.16)
0.076

TOTCHDEF

AGDPb

ALLCH

-0.028
(-0.68)
-0.009

-0.014
(-0.35)
-0.004

0.200
(1.57)
0.041

-0.044
(-0.98)
-0.014

-0.073
(- 1.48)
-0.016

-0.045
(-0.95)
-0.010

-0.043
(-0.82)
-0.009

-0.002
(-0.48)
-0.001

-0.003
(-0.48)
-0.001

-0.001
(-0.29)
-0.000

-0.002
(-0.26)
-0.000

AUNRb

0.003
(0.59)
0.001

0.006
(1.31)
0.002

INFLb

0.035
(2.11)
0.011

0.038
(2.17)
0.012

0.042
(2.45)
0.013

0.026
(1.43)
0.006

0.018
(0.91)
0.004

0.022
(1.15)
0.004

DURAT

0.196
(2.42)
0.064

0.186
(2.35)
0.060

0.088
(1.08)
0.027

0.158
(1.75)
0.034

0.188
(2.16)
0.004

0.164
(1.81)
0.033

COAL

0.688
(3.68)
0.222

0.576
(3.09)
0.185

0.689
(3.62)
0.216

0.646
(2.93)
0.143

0.672
(2.98)
0.145

0.848
(3.62)
0.180

-0.192
(-0.87)
-0.063

-0.436
(- 1.94)
-0.146

-0.488
(- 1.90)
-0.121

-0.445
(- 1.71)
-0.106

-0.699
(-2.60)
-0.173

- 159.54
296

- 154.00
292

- 115.78
289

- 115.53
296

- 110.93
292

MAJ

-0.284
(- 1.26)
-0.096

Summarystatistic
Log likelihood - 155.93
289
N

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Probit regressions include a constant. Panel is described in appendix A, but in this table is restricted to country-years
in which the deficit-to-GDP ratio is reduced (CHDEF < 0). Each set of entries includes the coefficient, the t statistic (in
parentheses), and the marginal effect of a one unit change in the regressor (evaluated at the means of all regressors).
b. When TOTCHDEF is included as the deficit change variable, given variables are replaced by ATOTGDP, ATOTUNR,
and ATOTINFL, as appropriate, and corresponding coefficients are reported.
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Since most of the large cases of large fiscal adjustments occurred in
the 1980s and 1990s, we also split the sample into the periods up to
1974 and from 1975 onward. We find that changes in the deficit do not
affect chances of political survival in either subsample. Moreover,
when we consider only periods of adjustment, larger cuts in the deficit
are associated with political survival when ALLCH is used. This result
is stronger for the period that starts in 1975.
In table 11 we examine whether adjustments that rely primarily on
spending cuts, particularly on government wages and transfers, decrease
the probability of government survival and find that they do not. This
table is organized similarly to table 9. The first independent variable is
contemporaneous change in the deficit (CHDEF). PEXP (defined in appendix A) is equal to one for a given observation if it satisfies two criteria:
the deficit-to-GDP ratio is cut by more than 1.5 percentage points, and
the cut in total public expenditures is larger than the median cut in expenditures for the sample of large adjustments (that is, deficit-to-GDP reductions of at least 1.5 percentage points). The dummy variables PTRF and
PCGW similarly isolate large reductions in transfer payments and in government wage consumption, respectively. With these dummy variables
we isolate large adjustments that rely mostly on spending cuts, that is,
those that are more likely to have a discernible effect on the well-being
of the voters. The results in table 11 offer no evidence whatsoever that
this type of adjustment is politically costly. All of the coefficients are
statistically insignificant, but the negative sign of the coefficients when
ALLCH is the dependent variable is consistent with a higher probability
of government survival for large adjustments on the spending side.
In summary, the regressions described in this section provide no
evidence that the probability of survival falls as cabinets pursue deficitreducing policies. Rather, we find weak evidence that during sharp
adjustments that rely primarily on spending cuts in general, and on the
major components of government wages and transfers, in particular,
the probability of government survival may even increase.

Fiscal Adjustments and the Popularity of the Government
Politicians are concerned about popularity and often change policies
as a result of unfavorable opinion polls. In this section we examine the
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Table 11. Adding AdjustmentCompositionDummies to RegressionsPredicting
Cabinet Changesa
Independent
variable

Dependentvariable
ALLCH

IDEOCH IDEOCH IDEOCH

ALLCH

ALLCH

CHDEF

-0.041
(-0.98)
-0.013

-0.030
(-0.75)
-0.010

-0.036
(-0.92)
0.012

-0.003
(-0.07)
-0.001

-0.006
(-0.14)
-0.001

-0.020
(-0.46)
-0.004

AGDP

-0.008
(-0.33)
-0.003

-0.008
(-0.30)
-0.002

-0.005
(-0.20)
-0.002

-0.026
(-0.86)
-0.006

-0.028
(-0.90)
-0.006

-0.025
(-0.82)
-0.005

AUNR

0.003
(1.17)
0.001

0.003
(1.05)
0.001

0.003
(1.08)
0.001

0.001
(0.45)
0.000

0.002
(0.56)
0.000

0.001
(0.44)
0.000

INFL

0.029
(2.62)
0.010

0.029
(2.63)
0.010

0.029
(2.56)
0.001

0.026
(2.06)
0.006

0.025
(2.01)
0.006

0.026
(2.03)
0.006

DURAT

0.190
(3.38)
0.062

0.186
(3.32)
0.061

0.192
(3.41)
0.063

0.226
(3.61)
0.049

0.228
(3.65)
0.049

0.230
(3.66)
0.050

COAL

0.465
(3.69)
0.153

0.463
(3.68)
0.152

0.464
(3.69)
0.152

0.508
(3.42)
0.111

0.504
(3.39)
0.111

0.513
(3.45)
0.113

MAJ

-0.257
(-1.79)
-0.087

PEXP

-0.232
(- 1.16)
-0.072

PTRF

-0.254
-0.249
(- 1.74) (- 1.77)
-0.084
-0.086

-0.399
(-2.41)
-0.095

-0.405
(-2.44)
-0.097

0.147
(0.68)
0.034
0.142
(0.81)
0.032

-0.128
(-0.81)
-0.041
-0.233
(-1.55)
-0.073

PCGW

Summarystatistic
Log likelihood - 326.02
583
N

-0.398
(-2.39)
-0.095

- 326.37
583

- 325.49
583

-0.060
(-0.35)
-0.013
- 230.66
583

- 230.56
583

- 230.82
583

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Probit regressions include a constant and use the panel of country-years described in appendix A. Each set of entries
includes the coefficient, the t statistic (in parentheses), and the marginaleffect of a one unit change in the regressor (evaluated
at the means of all regressors).
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relationbetween fiscal adjustmentsandgovernmentpopularity,as measuredby opinion polls. The differencebetween dataon popularitypolls
and data on actual elections is that the formerare much more frequent
and thus may capture voters' responses to fiscal adjustments more
quickly.
Data

Our data on popularitycome from a variety of sources. The main
source is the EuropeanCommission's Eurobarometersurvey, which
asks a sample of citizens in each EuropeanUnion country a series of
questionsconcerningpolitical orientation.For the presentpurpose, the
question of particularinterest is: "Which party would you vote for if
general elections were held tomorrow?" By aggregatingthe response
for the parties in and out of government,we constructa variablemeasuringthe share of total voters who would likely vote for the partiesin
government,if elections were held tomorrow.ForNorwayand Sweden,
which joined the EuropeanCommunity in the middle of the sample
period, and also for Australia, Canada, and the United States, we use
domestic sources that ask questions very similar to that in the Eurobarometersurvey. Thus we obtain a sample of sixteen countries (Austria, Finland, and Japan are omitted from our original sample) with
yearly observations for the period 1975-93. The variable POPCH is
defined as the year-to-yearchange in governmentpopularity.54
Results

Table 12 reportsthe correlationmatrixfor several variablesof interest. In order to correct for country-specificeffects, we present correlations between the residualsof regressionsof each variableon country
dummies. The correlationbetween change in the deficit and change in
popularitypolls is positive.
We then performregression analysis with POPCH on the left-hand
side, and on the right-handside, the economic and institutionalvariables used in the probit regressions predicting cabinet changes. The
results are presentedin table 13. We find no effects of deficit changes
on change in governmentpopularity.None of the other economic var54. Full details of sources and constructionare providedin appendixA.
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Table 12. CorrelationsAmong Deficit, Cabinet Change, and PopularityVariablesa
Correlationcoefficient
CHDEF
COCHDEF
TOTCHDEF
TERM
ALLCH
PMCH
IDEOCH
POPCH

0.96
0.79
-0.29
-0.30
-0.31
-0.16
0.15

COCHDEF TOTCHDEF TERM ALLCH PMCH IDEOCH

1.00
0.75
-0.17
-0.28
-0.30
-0.12
0.21

1.00
-0.04
-0.03
-0.06
0.04
0.33

1.00
0.83
0.77
0.64
0.18

1.00
0.95
0.73
0.01

1.00
0.53
-0.12

1.00
0.37

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Panel includes sixteen countries-as specified in the section on popularity data in appendix A-over the period
1975-93. Correlations are among the residuals that result from regressing these variables on country dummies.

iables is significant. Various sensitivity analyses and specification tests
do not alter this picture. This absence of evidence that government
popularity is systematically affected by changes in the deficit is consistent with our previous findings.

Causality
Our results thus far can be summarized by the statement that government collapses are not significantly more probable after deficit reductions or less probable after deficit increases. This finding is open to two
different interpretations. The first is that electorates are fiscally "responsible," that is, they do not like excessive deficits and understand
that fiscal adjustments are sometimes necessary. As a consequence,
such electorates do not punish governments that cut the deficit. The
second interpretation is that voters dislike tax increases and spending
cuts, but the cabinets that choose to implement fiscal adjustments are
so popular on other issues that they can afford unpopular fiscal policies.
In this section we try to discover which interpretation is more likely.
If the second interpretation were correct, governments would try to
"get away" with fiscal adjustments at the beginning of their terms.
They would suffer a temporary loss of popularity, but would recover
in time for the next election. In a sense, this is a version of the political
business cycle theory of William Nordhaus, according to which governments follow expansionary policies just before elections and adjust
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Table 13. RegressionsExplaining GovernmentPopularitya
Independent
variable
CHDEF

-0.097

(-0.38)
COCHDEF

-0.264

(-1.09)
TOTCHDEF
AGDPb
AUNRb
INFLb

COAL
MAJ

-0.216
(-0.78)
0.229
(0.94)

0.244
(1.00)

0.282
(1.00)

0.009

0.013

0.028

(0.28)

(0.39)

(0.84)

-0.061

-0.067

-0.056

(-0.58)

(-0.66)

(-0.53)

-0.001
(-0.05)

-0.000
(-0.04)

0.000
(0.01)
-0.120
(-1. 19)

-0.120

-0.125

(-1.20)

(-1.21)

0.01

0.01

Summarystatistic
R2

N

0.01

259

259

259

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Dependent variable is POPCH, the percentage point change in government popularity (see appendix A). Regressions
include a constant. Panel includes sixteen countries-as specified in the section on popularity data in appendix A-over the
period 1975-93. Heteroskedasticity-consistent t statistics are in parentheses.
b. When TOTCHDEFis included as the deficit change variable, given variables are replaced by ATOTGDP, ATOTUNR,
and ATOTINFL,as appropriate, and corresponding coefficients are reported.

after they are reelected.55This argumenthas two implicationsthat can
be tested empirically:first, that fiscal contractionstend to be concentratedat the beginning of a political term; and second, that fiscal contractionsshould be followed by temporarydeclines in the popularityof
the cabinet.
The results in the previous section reject the second implication. In
regardto the first implication, in the first line of table 14 we reportthe
averagetenurefor the whole sample, and for the subsampleof governments whose tenures include small or large adjustments.The first row
of table 14 shows no evidence that deficit cuts are concentratedin the
55. Nordhaus (1975). For an extensive discussion of the related literature, see
Alesina, Roubini, and Cohen (1997).
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Table 14. AverageTenureand Popularityof Cabinets That UndertakeFiscal
Adjustmentsa
Units as indicated
Deficitnot cyclically
corrected
Variable

Deficitcyclically
corrected

Small
All
Small
Large
Large
observations adjustmentsb adjustmentscadjustmentsbadjustmentsc

DURAT

1.99
(0.07)

2.04
(0.12)

1.89
(0.13)

1.96
(0.12)

1.93
(0.30)

100
POPLEVI

0.45
(0.01)

0.46
(0.01)

0.44
(0.01)

0.46
(0.01)

0.44
(0.02)

259

82

45

89

41

Summarystatistic
N

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Table gives means and standarddeviations (in parentheses) from a panel that includes sixteen countries-as specified
in the section on popularity data in appendix A-over the period 1975-93.
b. Panel restricted to country-years in which -1.5 < CHDEF (or COCHDEF) < 0.
c. Panel restricted to country-years in which CHDEF (or COCHDEF) ' -1.5.

first year after a termination.Although the averagenumberof years in
office is lower for large adjustmentsthan for the whole sample, the
difference is not significant. This is true whetheror not we correctfor
the business cycle in the definitions of adjustments.Thus neither implication of the political business cycle argument is verified in our
sample.
More broadly, if it is the case that only strong governmentsimplement unpopularfiscal adjustments,they should do so when their popularityis particularlyhigh. However, there is no evidence that government popularity is higher than average immediately before fiscal
adjustments.Table 14 shows that the average popularitylevel for the
whole sample is 44.5 percent, while the average popularityat the beginning of calendar years with large adjustmentsis actually slightly
lower, at 44.4 percent. Average popularityis a little higherthanfor the
whole sample immediately before small fiscal adjustments(46.3 percent).56The results are similar for both uncorrectedand cyclically corrected measuresof the deficit.
56. Thereare two reasonswhy all of these values are below 50 percent.First, all of
our popularitydatareferto the period 1975-93, when severalOECDcountrieshad quite
unpopulargovernments.Second, the popularityfigure gives the percentageof respon-
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Anotherway to addressthe issue of causality is to consider adjustments when the timing is not chosen by the cabinet;thatis, adjustments
that are unavoidablegiven the circumstances.In table 15 we estimate
the reaction to such exogenous adjustmentsby instrumentingfor the
change in the deficit. We use as instrumentsfor the change in deficit
the short- and long-termreal interestrates, the debt-to-GDPratio at the
beginning of the year, the change in the debt-to-GDPratio in the three
years before the observation, and the average growth of real GDP in
the G7 countries. These instrumentsare, for the most part, significant
and display the expected signs in explaining change in the deficit.
As often is the case, the choice of instrumentsis problematicand
imperfect. Thereforethe results of this exercise should be taken with
caution. The real interestrates and the average growth rate for the G7
countries probablydo not directly affect popularity,but may indicate
times when it is easier (or more urgent)to reduce the deficits. Average
G7 growth is correlatedwith the growth rates of individualcountries,
but as discussed above, the latter is not highly correlatedwith government popularityor survival, except in the United States. The level and
growth of the national debt indicate the necessity to engage in a fiscal
adjustment,but areunlikely to affect the survivalof the cabinetdirectly.
As before, changes in the deficit do not significantlyaffect the government's chances of survival. The patternsand statistical significance of
all the other coefficients are similar to those in the probit regressions
above.
Another, potentially fruitful, way to addressexogeneity is to investigate the effect on governmentsurvival of fiscal adjustmentsimposed
on a countryby outside authorities. Obvious examples are the adjustments imposed by the convergence criteriafor the EuropeanMonetary
Union underthe Maastrichttreaty. It would be interestingto examine
whether voters react differently to fiscal policies imposed by international constraintsthan to those chosen independentlyby their national
governments.Casual observationsuggests that the response to the effects of the Maastrichtreaty has been varied. In Italy very large tax
increases, some of them explicitly targetedto monetaryunion (such as
dents who say thatthey intendto vote for one of the partiesin the cabinet. But many of
the cabinets in the sample are minoritycabinets, while some of the majoritycabinets
obtaineda majorityof seats in parliamentbut not a majorityof the votes expressed.
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Table 15. Probit RegressionsPredictingCabinet Changes, InstrumentalVariable
Estimationa

Independent
variable

Dependent variable
ALLCH

IDEOCH

CHDEF

-0.079
(-0.55)
-0.026

-0.011
(-0.07)
-0.002

AGDP

-0.023
(-0.66)
-0.007

-0.037
(-0.90)
-0.008

AUNR

0.001
(0.38)
0.000

0.001
(0.30)
0.000

INFL

0.050
(2.98)
0.016

0.038
(1.980)
0.008

DURAT

0.172
(2.55)
0.056

0.197
(2.54)
0.041

COAL

0.178
(1.18)
0.058

0.356
(1.97)
0.074

MAJ

-0.274
(- 1.58)
-0.093

-0.382
(-1.88)
-0.088

- 206.37
369

- 140.27
369

Summary statistic

Log likelihood
N

Source: For sources of all data and explanations of all variables, see appendix A.
a. Probit regressions include a constant and use the panel of country-years described in appendix A. Each set of entries
includes the coefficient, the t statistic (in parentheses , and the marginaleffect of a one unit change in the regressor (evaluated
at the means of all regressors . CHDEF is instrumented using RINTRT,DEBT, CHDEBT, and AGDPG7. In the first stage
regression,R2 = 0.10.

"the Europetax"), have been acceptedrelativelyeasily by the public.57
In France, by contrast, the conservative government'sattemptto trim
the welfare state during 1995-97 generatedriots and cost it reelection.
When we try to determine whether the response of electorates in
EuropeanUnion countriesto fiscal adjustmentsin the 1980s and 1990s
is different from their responses to other adjustments,we find the evi57. It shouldbe added, however, thatItalianfiscal adjustmentshave largelyavoided
structuralspendingcuts on governmentwages, welfare, or social security.
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dence inconclusive. Thereare some problemswith this approach,however. First, it is not always clear which policies are induced by the
Maastrichttreatyand which are not, especially as one goes furtherback
in time. Second, since in recent years the decision to reduce deficits
has essentially been identified with the decision to join the European
MonetaryUnion, it is not clear to what extent Maastrichtadjustments
are truly exogenous.

Concluding Comments
Fiscal adjustmentsdo not always cause recessions. On the contrary,
fiscal consolidations promptedby a fiscal crisis and achieved by trimming governmentspending often have expansionaryeffects. Furthermore, governmentsdo not seem to be systematically punished at the
ballot box for engaging in fiscal adjustments,nor do they loose popularity, as measuredby opinion polls. In principle, one can thinkof two
explanationsfor this result. One is that voters do not like fiscal profligacy. The otheris thatgovernmentsare particularlyskillful at choosing
the appropriatemoments to implementunpopularpolicies. While it is
difficult to decide definitively, we conclude in favor of the first
interpretation.
If it is true that fiscal adjustmentsdo not imply high political costs,
why are they so politically chargedand difficult?One possible answer
is that successful fiscal adjustmentsimply cuts in public wages and in
transfers, including social security, directly affecting two constituencies that are very powerful in many countries:public sector employees
and pensioners.
For demographicreasons, and because of the generosity of many
public pension schemes, pensioners today are more numerous, longer
lived, and wealthierthana couple of decades ago, and they have ample
time to engage in political action. In many countries, pensioners represent a large fractionof union members.Therefore,as a constituency,
pensioners have political influence beyond their share in the voting
population.Indeed, the political influenceof the union movementgoes
well beyond the fact that its members are voters. The approvalof the
unions is soughtbefore any fiscal maneuveris approvedand implemented by the governmentin many countries, including Italy, the Scandi-
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navian countries, and to some extent, Germany.Moreover, the union
movement has recourse to forms of political action, such as general
strikes, that can have serious sociopolitical consequences. Our results
indicate, however, that governmentsthat are willing to "bite the bullet" and persist in certain types of fiscal adjustment, despite union
opposition, are not systematicallypunishedat the ballot box.
Another-not mutuallyexclusive-explanation could be "political
risk aversion." If politicians are unsure about the electoral consequences of a decisive fiscal adjustment,they might prefernot to "rock
the boat" unless absolutely necessary, for example, because of fiscal
stress. In other words, the political uncertaintyassociated with fiscal
adjustmentsmay deter policymakersfrom pursuingthem more often,
particularlyin election years.

APPENDIX

A

Data
for the fiscal and cabinetchange data
and 1975-93 for the popularitydata. The dataset includesthe following
OECD countries:Australia,Austria, Belgium, Canada,Denmark,Finland, France, Germany,Greece, Ireland,Italy, Japan,the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal,Spain, Sweden, the UnitedKingdom,andthe United
States. Note that Greece, Spain, and Portugal are covered only from
the mid-1970s, when they became pluralistdemocracies.

OUR SAMPLE PERIODS are 1960-95

Cabinet Data
For the period 1960-95, cabinet data are from Budge, Keman, and
Woldendorp (1993) and subsequent updates. For 1995 data, we use
Banks and others (1996). We assemble data for Greece, Portugal, and
Spain from Banks and others (1996), in accordancewith the criteria
used by Budge, Keman, andWoldendorp(1993), since the latterdo not
cover these countries.
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Given that the main interestof the paperis the electoral response to
fiscal adjustment,the relevantelectoral period is moved forwardhalf a
year relative to the fiscal data. For example, cabinet terminationsand
changes designated "1993" correspondto changes that occurredbetween July 1, 1993 and June 30, 1994. When more than one cabinet
terminationor change occurs in a given year, we apply the following
rules:
-If there was no terminationduringthe previous year, the incumbent cabinet has the same characteristicsas the cabinet that was in
power the previous year.
-If there was a terminationduringthe year before and an election
this year, the cabinet that faced the election is considered the cabinet
of this year and the election is the reason for its termination.
-If therewas a terminationthe year before but therewas no election
this year, we take the longest lasting cabinetof this year and the reason
for its termination.
The cabinet variablesare defined as follows:
Duration:integernumberof yearsthata cabinethas been
DURAT
in power, up to the currentyear. A cabinet that falls
during its first year in power is counted as 1; the maximum tenurein the sample is 5.
SING
Single party:dummyvariableequal to 1 if a single party
cabinet is in power.
Coalition:dummyvariableequal to 1 if a coalition cabCOAL
inet-that is, includingministersfrom two or more parties-is

MAJ

TERM

IDEOCH

in power.

Majority:dummy variable equal to 1 if the cabinet has
majoritysupportin parliament.Majoritycabinets may
be single party, minimal winning coalitions, or surplus
coalitions; the second and third types imply an overlap
of MAJ and COAL.
Governmenttermination:dummyvariableequal to 1 in
any year in which a governmentends, regardlessof the
reason. A termination may or may not involve a
"change" in cabinet ideology or prime minister.
Changein ideology of cabinet:dummyvariableequal to
1 if there is a change in the ideology index between the
currentyear and the next. The ideology index locates a
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PMCH

ALLCH
RIGHT

CENTER
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cabinet on a right-left scale, as follows: 1 indicates that
the share of right-wing parties in government-or of
supportingparties in parliament,in cases where parties
explicitly supporta cabinet without holding office-is
equal to or greaterthan two-thirds;2 indicates that the
shares of right and center partiesare each between onethird and two-thirds; 3 indicates that the share of the
center parties is larger than one-half, or that left- and
right-wingpartiesform a governmentwith neitherdominant; 4 and 5 correspondto 1 and 2 in favor of leftwing parties. For the United States, a Democrat president is classified as 5, and a Republicanas 1.
Change of prime minister:dummyequal to 1 if there is
a change of prime minister(or president, for the United
States).
Change of ideology or prime minister:dummyvariable
equal to 1 if either IDEOCHor PMCH is equal to 1.
Right-wing cabinet: dummy variable equal to 1 if the
cabinet in power scores 1 or 2 on the ideology index
describedunderIDEOCH.
Cabinetat center of political spectrum:dummyvariable
equalto 1 if the cabinetin power scores 3 on the ideology
index describedunderIDEOCH.
Left-wing cabinet: dummy variable equal to 1 if the
cabinet in power scores 4 or 5 on the ideology index
describedunderIDEOCH.

Popularity Data
We have popularitydata for sixteen countries-that is, those listed
above excluding Austria, Finland, and Japan-over the period 197593. For countries in the EuropeanUnion, our main source is the European Commission's Eurobarometer,various issues; data for Greece
are available from 1979, and for Portugaland Spain, from 1986. Exceptions are data on Sweden, which are from SIFO Researchand Consulting, as providedby the Swedish Social Science Data Service, Goteborg;and on Norway, which are from the NorwegianGallupInstitute
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andOpinionA/S (from 1989), as providedby NorwegianSocial Science
Data Service, Bergen. Datafor Australiaarefromthe AustralianGallup
poll, as providedby the AustralianNational University in Canada;for
Canada, from the Canadian Institute of Public Opinion and Insight
Canada Research (for 1992 and 1993), as provided by the Carleton
UniversityLibraryDataCentre,Ottawa;andfor the United States, from
the Gallup Organization'sGallup MonthlyPoll, August 1995.
Change in popularityis constructedas follows. For each countryyear, we note which partieswere representedin the cabinet, consistent
with the cabinetdataexplainedabove. We then computethe percentage
of respondentswho said that they would vote for one of the parties in
the cabinet, if elections were held soon (poll questions are almost always phrased in terms of elections to be held today or tomorrow).
Virtually all of the surveys chosen as sources of popularitydata are
collected in November and December. Thus we can use change in
popularityto measurethe response to fiscal policy pursuedwithin the
calendaryear.
The popularityvariablesare defined as follows:
POPLEV
Level of popularity of parties representedin cabinet:
percentageof respondentsexpressing supportfor one of
the partiesin cabinet at the end of the calendaryear. For
a given year, the cabinet is the same as that used to
compute IDEOCH and ALLCH.

POPCH

Change in popularityof the partiesrepresentedin cabinet: change in the popularitylevel during the calendar
year. If the governingpartyor coalitionchangesbetween
time t- 1 and time t, the POPCH assigned to t is the
change in popularityof the party in power at time t.

National Accounts Data
Aggregate macroeconomicdata, and fiscal data, in particular,are
takenfromOrganisationfor EconomicCo-operationand Development,
Economic Outlook, 1997. They cover the period 1960-95. These eco-

nomic variablesare defined as follows:
CHDEF
Change in deficit: percentagepoint change in the ratio
of the primarydeficit to GDP.
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CHEXP
CHREV
CHTRF
CHSUB
CHCGW
CHCGNW

CHINV
COCHEXP
COCHREV
COCHDEF
TOTCHDEF

DEBT
CHDEBT
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Changein public expenditures:percentagepoint change
in the ratio of primaryexpendituresto GDP.
Change in public revenues: percentagepoint change in
the ratio of public revenues to GDP.
Changein transfers:percentagepoint change in the ratio
of transfersto GDP.
Changein subsidies:percentagepoint changein the ratio
of subsidies to GDP.
Change in governmentwages: percentagepoint change
in the ratio of governmentwages to GDP.
Change in governmentexpendituresother than wages:
percentagepoint change in the ratio of public expenditures excluding governmentwages to GDP.
Change in public investment: percentage point change
in the ratio of public investmentto GDP.
Change in government expenditures (CHEXP), corrected for the cycle.
Change in public revenues (CHREV),correctedfor the
cycle.
Change in the primarydeficit (CHDEF), corrected for
the cycle: calculated as COCHEXPless COCHREV.
Average change in deficit during tenure: average percentage point change in the deficit over the years that
the currentcabinet has been in power, up to the current
year. That is, the averageof CHDEFfor the years from
the last terminationup to the currentyear.
Public debt: public debt as a percentageof GDP at the
beginning of the fiscal year.
Changein public debt:percentagepoint change in DEBT
over the past three years (t - 3 to t).

AGDP
ATOTGDP

AGDPG7
AGDPg7

Rate of growth of real GDP, percent.
Averagegrowthduringtenure:averagegrowthratefrom
the time when a cabinet came to power, up to current
year, percent.
Growthof G7 countries:weighted average growth rate
of the G7 countries, percent.
Growthrelativeto the G7 countries:calculatedas AGDP
less AGDPG7.
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Unemploymentrate, percent.
Growthof the unemploymentrate, percent:
(UNRtIUNRtl-

1)

x

100.

ATOTUNR Average unemploymentgrowth during tenure: average
annual growth rate of unemploymentrate from beginning of cabinet's tenureto currentyear, percent.
Unemploymentrate relative to the G7 countries:unemUNRg7
ploymentrate less the GDP-weightedaverageof the G7
unemploymentrate, percentagepoints.
Inflation:rate of change of the GDP deflator,percent.
INFL
Average inflationduringtenure:averagerateof inflation
TOTINFL
from the beginning of cabinet's tenure to currentyear,
percent.
PEXP
Spending-basedadjustment:dummyvariableequal to 1
when following two conditions hold: first, there is a
large adjustment (CHDEF ' -1.5); and second,
CHEXPis less than its median across all years in which
a large adjustmentoccurs.
Transfer-basedadjustment:dummy variable equal to 1
PTRF
when following two conditions hold: first, there is a
large adjustment (CHDEF ' - 1.5); and second,
CHTRFis less than its medianacross all years in which
a large adjustmentoccurs.
Governmentwage-based adjustment:dummy variable
PCGW
equal to 1 when the following two conditionshold: first,
there is a large adjustment (CHDEF ' - 1.5); and second, CHCGWis less than its median across all years in
which a large adjustmentoccurs.
Investmentgrowth:rate of growth of real private busiAINV
ness investment, percent.
Consumptiongrowth:rateof growthof real privateconACONS
sumption, percent.
NINTRTg7 Relative nominalinterestrate:long nominalinterestrate
(ten-year treasury notes) of a given country less the
GDP-weightedaverageof long nominalinterestrates in
the G7 countries, percentagepoints.
Real interestrate:ten-yearinterestrateminusthe growth
RINTRT
rate of the GDP deflator, percent.
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RINTRTg7

Relative real interestrate:ten-yearreal interestrate of a
given country less the GDP-weighted average of real
interestrates in the G7 countries.
AEFXCHRT Rate of change of effective exchange rate, percent. A
positive value indicates appreciation.
TB
Tradebalance:the tradebalanceas a percentageof GDP.
Growthof unit labor costs: rate of growth of unit labor
AULC
costs in manufacturing,percent.
AVAULC
Rate of growth of the ratio of the value-addeddeflator
for manufacturedexports to the unit laborcost, percent.
PSH
Profit share:profitsas a percentageof total income.

Cyclical Adjustment
Ourmethodologyfollows Blanchard(1990b). Foreach country,total
primaryexpendituresand total revenues are correctedfor the cycle by
runningOLS regressions of spending and revenues, respectively, on a
constant, a time trend for the period 1960-75, a time trend for the
period 1976-93 period, and the unemploymentrate:
EXP, = oto+ otI(TREND6075)+ ?t2 (TREND7693) + ot3 (UNR), + E,
+ 12 (TREND7693) + P3 (UNR), + E.
REV, = O+
(TREND6075)

PI

We then compute the cyclically adjustedaggregates as the original
aggregateless the estimatedcoefficient on the unemploymentratetimes
the change in the unemploymentrate:
COCHEXPt

=

CHEXP, -

COCHREVt

=

CHREV,-

0L3 (UNRt

_3

-

(UNRt -

t_),
UNR,t1).

These aggregatesattemptto measurethe levels of public expenditure
and revenue that would have prevailed had the unemploymentrate
not changed relative to the previous year. This procedure corrects
for change in fiscal policy due to short-runfluctuationsand approximates to policymakers' choices of spending and revenue levels. The
difference between cyclically corrected changes in expenditures
(COCHEXP)and in revenues (COCHREV)is the cyclically corrected
change in the fiscal deficit (COCHDEF).

Comments
and Discussion

Maurice Obstfeld: This is the latest in a series of illuminatingpapers
by Alesina, Perotti, and several coauthors.The researchhas advanced
the understandingof fiscal adjustmentby focusing on the composition
of fiscal changes. Are taxes raised or are governmentoutlays cut? And
in the latter case, do cuts fall on governmentinvestmentor on public
sector wages and transferpayments?The basic message is that in judging the durabilityof a fiscal adjustmentand its effects, the devil is in
the details.
The present paper combines two strandsof the literatureon fiscal
adjustment.First, it builds on the pioneering work on expansionary
fiscal consolidationinitiatedby FrancescoGiavazzi and MarcoPagano
in 1990. These authorslook closely at the 1987-89 Irish stabilization
and the 1983-86 Danish stabilization and find that those adjustments
seemed to have had expansionaryratherthan contractionaryeffects.'
The other strand of literature is the work by Alesina and Perotti
themselves, beginning with their 1995 paper relating the success of
fiscal consolidation to its detailed composition.2I should warn at the
outset-as the authorshave done explicitly-that in this paper and its
predecessorsthey use a short-termdefinitionof success, which revisits
the fiscal scene only once, rathershortly after a stabilization, to check
for durability.One sees a success in the data followed by anotherfive
years later, andone is left wonderinghow successful the first"success"
really could have been.
1. Giavazzi and Pagano(1990).
2. Alesina and Perotti(1995).
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Keeping in mind this caveat, however, Alesina, Perotti, and their
collaborators have suggested some striking results. Reductions in the
government wage bill and in transfer payments seem to guarantee relatively durable fiscal consolidation, whereas tax hikes and cuts in government investment apparently are reversed more quickly. They conjecture that durability is related to the greater political difficulty in
achieving cuts in government wage spending and transfers compared
with, say, letting infrastructure deteriorate for a while. The former type
of budgetary change requires a degree of political courage or consensus
that appears to be associated with longer lasting fiscal restraint. In
further work, these authors have examined the economic effects of fiscal
shifts. Their headline finding is that durable fiscal adjustments do not
seem to dampen economic growth, whereas adjustments based primarily on higher taxes or public investment cuts do.
In their 1995 paper Alesina and Perotti raised, but did not address,
the question of whether governments are punished for cutting government wages or transfer payments. The main contribution of the present
paper is to take up this issue. The answer that comes out of the analysis
is no. The authors propose that voters may really be fiscal conservatives. A government need only bite the bullet to get its fiscal house in
order; it will not be punished, growth will not suffer, and the economy
will be on a better footing thereafter. From the politician's perspective,
the gain comes with little or no pain.
The view that the composition of fiscal adjustment matters for sustainability has already been quite influential. The European Commission's Convergence Report, which, only two days before this paper was
presented, nominated the initial entrants to European economic and
monetary union, states:
There is ample evidence thatboth the size and compositionof budgetary
adjustmentsare importantin determiningwhetherthey will be successful
in having a durable impact on the government's position and thus in
shifting the government debt ratio onto a declining path. Large and
persistentadjustmentefforts tend to be more successful, and deficit reductions which take place throughcuts in currentprimaryexpenditure
rather than tax increases are less likely to be reversed in the future.
Budgetaryadjustmentsstronglybased on cuts in currentprimaryexpenditureareoften moredifficultto implementandtheiradoptionis therefore
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a clear sign of the government'scommitmentto budgetarydiscipline and
of its determinationto maintainthese efforts in the future.3

While there is some consensus on the factors that might promote a
degree of durability,the national political ramificationsof alternative
strategies for budgetaryadjustmenthave not been systematically exploreduntil the currentpaper. Plainly, these too could be critical to the
performanceof EMU.
The first part of the paper deals with the contrastbetween contractionaryand expansionaryfiscal adjustments,reviewing several models
andmechanisms.Earlyliteraturein this areaconcentratedon the private
consumptionresponseto differenttypes of fiscal shifts. Whenone looks
at the data for a large sample of OECD stabilizations, as Alesina and
Perotti have done elsewhere and as this paper does in table 4, other
regularitiesstand out.4 Most important,much of the action takes place
in investmentratherthanin consumption.In addition, successful fiscal
adjustmentsseem to coincide with rises in the shareof profitsin income.
Unit labor costs fall during adjustments.The authors hypothesize
that when a governmentcuts its wage bill, there is a reduction in the
demand for labor, which, in a heavily unionized labor market, leads
quickly to a lower unit laborcost. One could point to additionalmechanisms that work in this direction. For example, lower transferpayments could intensify job search efforts by the unemployed, also lowering the bargainingpower of employed workers.
Other regularities are evident in the data, however, suggesting an
alternativeview of successful adjustments:perhaps successful fiscal
adjustmentsoccur afterthe economy has deterioratedto the point where
there is political supportfor the governmentto maketough choices and
make the consolidation stick. In this case, the pain of the adjustments
and the permanenceof the fiscal improvementare drivenby a common
factor:a preexisting state of crisis (or at least, malaise).
While unit labor costs fall during successful adjustmentyears, a
strikingregularityin table 4 is that they fall even more rapidly immediately before those adjustmentyears, and they rise ratherdramatically
3. EuropeanCommission(1998, p. 105). This reportwas issued on March25, 1998.
4. See Alesina and Perotti(1997a, table 10, p. 226).
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just afterward.5The reason for the large pre-adjustmentunit labor cost
decline may well be thatmoney wages are sticky and the exchange rate
is falling more sharplybefore successful adjustmentsthan it is before
unsuccessfulones. Ratherthanthe labormarketadjustmentsthe authors
stress, an overshooting currencydepreciationthat is subsequentlyreversed may explain much of the dynamic patternthat unit labor costs
follow. Moreover, both before and throughoutthe adjustmentprocess,
countriesthat consolidate durablytend to have higher shares of wages
in GDP and lower shares of profits. As a result of the successful adjustments, these relatively high wage sharesdecline somewhat, andthe
profit shares rise.
One therefore has the following picture of the economy before a
successful adjustment.Productivity-adjustednominalwages areunusually high, compared with those of trading partners.The economy is
uncompetitive. Investment is low, in part because the profit share is
depressed. The wage share is correspondinglyhigh, and the currency
is in a tailspin. Overall, the economy is in crisis and there is public
supportfor a stern consolidation. Certainly, the Irish and Danish stabilizations studied by Giavazzi and Pagano fit this mold.
As the authorsrecognize, the full story of how an adjustmenttakes
place, why it is successful, andwhy it (perhaps)has the voters' support,
requires consideration of the total policy package deployed and the
preexistingeconomic andpolitical situationfrom which those measures
arise. Their basic finding about political change following an adjustment is that there is no evidence of political retributionfor fiscal adjustments. Indeed, there is some evidence that tougher adjustmentsthat is, on wages and transfers-may be rewarded.
A striking by-productof the econometrics is that growth rates of
unemploymentand outputdo not seem to affect electoraloutcomes. As
the authorspoint out, this is not the case in U.S. data. The discrepancy
raises a puzzle for futureresearch.Are the more extensive social safety
nets in European countries responsible for voter complacency? Are
effects masked by the dominant structuralcomponent of European
unemployment?The variable that does matter is inflation. This fact
reinforces my suspicion that rapid currencydepreciationsupportsdeterminedfiscal stabilizationby causing widespreadpublic alarm.
5. This patterndiffers from the one reportedin Alesina and Perotti(1997a, table 10)
over a slightly differentsample of adjustmentepisodes.
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The authorsdefine a change in governmentor a change in the ideology of a cabinet in various ways. As they admit, however, it is hard
to handle the variety of electoral events that could be significant. For
example, the outcome of the 1994 U.S. congressionalelections in part
reflected voters' revenge for earlier tax hikes. Since that election did
not change the executive, though, it would not appearin the authors'
sample of political changes. In a related vein, how would one handle
by-elections that reduce the government's majority, or local elections
that send signals of voter discontent?The authorsdraw on popularity
polls to address this point, but the reliability of these polls may be
suspect. Formerpresident George Bush's self-reassuringobservation
that "the only poll that mattersis the one on Election Day" contains a
grain of truth.
A general concern in detecting fiscal events is the possibility of big
fiscal changes that do not have short-runeffects on the budget. For
example, changing an entitlementprogramor the inflation indexation
of benefits might only affect deficits after some time and might not
produceany noticeable short-runeffect on transferpayments, but voters' anger could be aroused immediately. A related point is that the
deficit numbersmay misstate the true intergenerationalredistribution
effects of policies. It would be interestingto performthis paper's exercise from a generationalaccountingperspective.
I also worry about the counterfactualin thinking about the political
response to fiscal changes. An importantfinding of this paper is that
governmentsarenot rewardedfor deficits. But perhapsthey would have
been punished for not raising spending or for not instituting certain
supportprograms.The questionof causalityis centralto drawingpolicy
implications from the empirical results on political sequelae. If successful adjustmentslargely occur in crisis situations, and voters favor
resolutionof the crisis, the governmentwill not be punishedif its efforts
at consolidationsucceed. But the crisis has to be there first and is itself
related to earlierpolicies.
The authorssuggest that voters might be fiscal conservatives. I find
this much more plausible at the local than at the nationallevel. At the
national level, there are too many "others" onto whom the burdenof
public spendingcan be shifted. The Frenchhave shown at the polls that
they surely are not fiscal conservatives in this sense, no matter who
else is.
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I also suspect the authorsaretoo sanguineabouthow straightforward
it is to rectify a fiscal imbalance.It may be thatbiting the bullet works,
but only after a countryhas entereda crisis severe enough to command
public supportfor general sacrifice. Looking at the recent experience
in Europe, one would think that the Maastrichtmacroeconomicconvergence process would have provideda great opportunityfor governments to bite the bullet and maketrulyfundamentalfiscal reforms. And
if Europeanvoters are fiscal conservatives at heart, this should have
been all the more easy. But one does not see this from the data on the
compositionof recentfiscal adjustments,notwithstandingthe European
Commission's protestationsto the contrary. There are some cuts in
governmentwages and transfers,but most of the adjustments-leaving
aside the countriesthat had escaped "excessive deficit" statuspriorto
1998-have come through revenue increases, delayed infrastructure
maintenance,lower intereston public debt due to expected interestrate
convergence, and the like.6
To sum up, I view this as a stimulatingand importantline of work.
I look forwardto more of it, and especially to more case studies, which
might prove to be a better calibratedinstrumentfor understandingthe
political ramificationsof fiscal cuts. The paper's implications for the
design of fiscal policies are important.One clear applicationis to the
EMU stabilitypact, which seeks to limit fiscal deficits in memberstates
to 3 percentof GDP throughthe threatof sanctions. The stability pact
does not deal with the roots of fiscal problems, but ratherwith their
symptoms, and its focus on the deficit as a measureof fiscal pressure
is too blunt. True, the worst fiscal excesses of the past in Europewill
not reappearsoon. But the currentdesign of fiscal coordinationin EMU
does little to preventgovernmentdeficitsfromapproachingthe statutory
reference maximumtoo often for comfort. Thus the stability pact sets
the stage for potentially serious political divisions among member
states. Fromthatperspective, the author'sfindingsshouldbe especially
soberingfor Europeans.If politiciansbuy the message thatseriousfiscal
reformcomes without political cost, act accordingly, and indeed come
up winners, excessive deficit situations will be infrequent.But for the
big players in EMU, in the near term, that scenario seems overoptimistic.
6. See Obstfeld(1997).
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Barry Eichengreen: This is a fitting paper to mark the Brookings
Panel's celebrationof the eliminationof the U.S. budgetdeficit. There
have been not a few Brookings Papersanalyzing the effects of budget
deficits on the U.S. economy.1 Now the deficit is finally a thing of the
past, and discussion has turnedto the best way to utilize the surplus.
Controversyremainsaboutthe extent to which the economic initiatives
taken by the first Clinton administrationand the 103d Congress have
contributedto closing the fiscal gap, as againstthe unusuallypersistent
economic expansion that has dominated the 1990s-and which may
have occurred for largely independentreasons, including some emanating from a building four blocks due west of the White House. Accordingto the administration'sestimates, only $103 billion of the $280
billion decline in the budget deficit between 1992 and 1998 is due to
improvementin the economy, while the rest is due to fiscal policy
changes.2 The question is whether those supposedly autonomous
changes-welfare reform, for example- really are independentof the
cycle, or they will be rolled back when the next recession hits, and the
states will again appearon the federal doorstep, pleadingfor help with
theirwelfare programs.The debatewill continue, more intensely as the
electoral season approaches. Alesina, Perotti, and Tavares performa
service by remindingone that the variabilityin cross-countrydata can
be quite useful for answeringsuch questions.
This is also an appropriatepaper with which to celebrate these authors' previous contributionsto the literatureon fiscal policy. It is
standardnowadaysto distinguishfiscal contractionsfrom fiscal consolidations and to give credence to the idea that reductions in budget
deficits can be expansionaryunder certain circumstances.For this insight one has the authorsand their collaboratorsto thank.
Theirpoint is thatreductionsin budgetdeficits can be expansionary,
even in the short run, if those reductionsare large, enduring, and take
the form of spendingcuts on transferpaymentsand public sector salaries, in particular.This type of deficit reductioncan have a large positive effect on consumerconfidenceand investmentspending. Denmark
and Irelandin the 1980s have been identifiedas examples, and subse1. Economic historians will remember Teeters (1972); Perry (1975); Friedman
(1978); Hubbardand Judd(1986).
2. Budget of the United States Government, Analytical Perspectives, Fiscal Year
1999, table 1-5, p. 12.
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quent work, extended and consolidated here, suggests that this result
carriesover to a larger sample of countries.
The obvious objection is on grounds of simultaneity bias. By the
authors'argument,deficit reductions-or moreprecisely, certainkinds
of deficit reductions-raise the rate of economic growth. But one also
knows that faster growth favorablyaffects the deficit. A common academic game is to take a supposed instance of expansionaryfiscal contraction and argue that the economy was in fact stimulatedby some
omitted variablethat raised outputand inducedthe observedfall in the
budget deficit. For Denmark and Ireland in the 1980s, for example,
analysts argue that fiscal consolidation occurredduring the period of
the soaring U.S. dollar; the favorablecompetitivenesseffects of these
countries' depreciatingreal exchange rates thereforeswampedthe negative output effects of the contractionaryfiscal impulse. The authors
are aware of this problem, and they attemptto it solve by cyclically
adjustingthe deficit. But the one thing economists know aboutcyclical
adjustmentsis that we do not know how to do them: we do not know
whetherbusiness cycles are symmetric, we do not know whetherthey
are alike, we do not know the size of the unit-rootcomponent.
Note, also, that while the authorscorrectthe deficit (as well as total
primaryexpendituresand total revenues)for the cycle, table 3 comparing changes in the composition of expenditurebetween sustained and
transitory (that is, "successful" and "unsuccessful") fiscal adjustments relies on cyclically uncorrectedfigures. During a sustained adjustment, accordingto this table, a good deal of the spendingreduction
comes out of transfers. But this is the subcategoryof public spending
that is likely to be particularlysensitive to the cycle. An alternative
interpretation,therefore, is that when there is a sustainedacceleration
in growth for reasons having little to do with fiscal policy, much of the
induced reductionin the deficit takes the form of a fall in government
transfers. Convincing skeptical readers will thus require sensitivity
analysis using alternative cyclical corrections and correcting for the
cycle not only total expenditure,but also its components.
Indeed, there are economic as well as statisticalreasons to question
whether the balance of tax increases and spending cuts, and the composition of the latter, are in fact the dominantdeterminantsof a deficit
reductionbeing expansionaryor contractionary.An alternativehypothesis is that the macroeconomiceffects hinge on initial conditions. The
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effect of fiscal consolidation on consumer confidence and consumer
spending is likely to resemble the effect of speed on passengers' peace
of mind in a moving car. If the car is hurtling toward a brick wall,
stepping on the brakes will increase the confidence of the passengers.
Likewise, if fiscal policy is on an unsustainabletrajectory,with explosive growth in the ratio of debt to GNP, stepping on the budgetary
brakes will increase confidence, encourage consumer spending, and
stimulate investment, because households and firms believe that adjustment today will obviate the need for more painful and costly adjustmenttomorrow.But if the car is creeping along an empty highway,
the passengers will begin to wonder whether they are ever going to
reach their destination;if the driversteps on the brakes, the passengers
will throw up their hands in despair. And when there is no problemof
fiscal sustainability, spending cuts or tax increases are more likely to
elicit the standardtextbook response.
Thus by focusing on large budget cuts, persistentbudget cuts, and
budget cuts dominatedby transfersand the public sector wage bill, the
authorsoverlook the principal determinantof whether those cuts are
expansionaryor contractionary,namely, the initial conditions, and in
particular,whetherfiscal policy is on a sustainablecourse or not. One
would expect budgetcuts of the same size, persistence,andcomposition
to have very different effects, depending on the initial debt-to-GNP
ratio, the growthrate of the economy, and the real interestrate. I have
alreadymentionedwhy the evidence from Irelandand Denmarkin the
1980s is difficult to interpret,but for those who believe thatthese fiscal
consolidationswere expansionary,it is precisely the fact that the ratio
of debt to GDP was exploding in these countriesthat lends credenceto
the argument.
Figure B I puts togetherthe points discussed above, where the horizontal axis representsGNP andthe verticalaxis represesentsthe deficit.
The downward-slopingcurve is the response of the deficit to GNP; I
label it the revenue effect (although there may also be some induced
reductionin deficit spendingwith growth, due to lower outlays on, inter
alia, unemploymentcompensation).The other curve, which slopes up
but bends back when deficits reach sufficiently high levels, represents
the direct effect of deficit spendingon GNP. I label this the multiplier
effect, with the understandingthat the multiplier can be positive or
negative. One thus has a "Keynesian" range of small deficits and
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Figure B-1. Interactionbetween Fiscal Policy and Output
Deficit
Unstable equilibrium

Non-Keynesian
range

Multiplier effect
Revenue effect

Keynesian
range
Stable equilibrium

GNP

"non-Keynesian" range of large deficits. Thereare two equilibria,and
only the low-deficit equilibriumis stable. If revenuesrespondto output
with a lag and the economy is always on the multipliercurve, then a
small perturbationin the neighborhoodof the low-deficit equilibrium
will have only a small outputeffect; but an equally small perturbation
in the neighborhoodof the high-deficit equilibriumcan have a very
large outputeffect. Accordingly, it is not just the composition, size, or
persistence of the deficit cut that matters, but the initial conditions.
Thereis reasonto thinkthatinitial conditionsalso determinewhether
deficit reductions through spending cuts have more favorable output
effects than do deficit reductionsthroughtax increases. To be sure, in
NorthernEurope, where the initial condition is a bloatedpublic sector,
a fiscal consolidation that emphasizes spending cuts is very likely to
have favorableoutputeffects. But in Russia, to take an extreme counterexample, the initial condition is deficits due to tax avoidance and
unsatisfactoryrevenue performancegenerally. In this case, fiscal consolidation through greater tax effort is likely to be more sustainable
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than attemptingfurthercuts in the social safety net. Most countrieslie
between these extremes, but precisely where is not clear.
Note that table 5, in which the authorsanalyze the correlationbetween successful and unsuccessful adjustmentsand initial conditions
(in the form of the level of and accumulatedchange in the public debt
ratio), is consistent with this emphasis. This table shows that governmentsaremorelikely to implementsustainedfiscal consolidationswhen
initial conditions are poor. Since the authors show elsewhere in the
paper that successful adjustmentsare more likely to be expansionary,
one can infer that fiscal adjustmentsundertakenwhen initial conditions
are poor have the most positive macroeconomiceffects, althoughthis
point is not analyzedexplicitly. Nor do the authorstake the criticalfinal
step of asking whetherthe mix of tax increases and spendingcuts, and
the composition of the latter, still significantly shape the macroeconomic response after controllingfor those initial conditions.
The authors'new results on the political consequences of fiscal adjustmentsare especially interesting.They findthatlooser fiscal policies
do not increase a government's chances of political survival, and that
cuts in the public sector wage bill and in transfer payments do not
increase the chances of governmentcollapse. This poses a paradox:if
fiscal consolidation is rewarded, or at least if governments are not
penalized for it, why then are they so reluctantto undertakeit? The
authorssuggest thattransferrecipientsand public employees, spending
on whom must be cut if the fiscal consolidation is to be sustainable,
comprise a formidableblocking coalition.
The zero coefficient on the deficit on which this conclusion hinges
is an exampleof the Frankelrecipefor success: "The secretof empirical
workis to defineyourhypothesisso thatfailureto findsignificantresults
can be interpretedas support.'"' In particular,I worry that this zero
coefficient is a productof multicolinearity.According to the authors'
own arguments,minoritycoalition governmentswill find it difficult to
engineer sustainedreductionsin deficit spending, because they are unable to form the kind of encompassing coalitions needed to achieve
agreementon sacrifices all around.But one also knows, from the electoral politics literature,that political fragmentation-good proxies for
which are coalition status, the numberof parties in the coalition, and
3. Krugman(1996, p. 406).
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majorityor minority status in the parliament-is the most robust predictor of government tenure. These variables affect cabinet changes
directly but also affect the change in the deficit, so that the effect of
the latter on cabinet changes is likely to be difficult to pin down.
Hence I am more impressedby the regressionsin which the authors
attempt to distinguish the effects of large deficit cuts and of fiscal
consolidations that mainly take the form of spending cuts on political
popularityandgovernmentsurvival. Again, however, the troublingfact
is thatmost of the relevantcoefficients are insignificantlydifferentfrom
zero. In any case, if one believes that ratherthan the magnitudeor the
composition of the change in the deficit, it is initial conditions that are
important,it is not entirely clear what to make of these results.
Reverse causality is an issue here as well, and the authors go to
considerablelengths to addressit. They look at the timing of changes
in governmentandfiscal policy, experimentwith instruments,andfocus
on a subset of exogenously imposed changes in fiscal stance associated
with the requirementsof the Maastrichttreaty, asking whetherthe response to these is any different. Let me comment on the last. Assume
that fiscal consolidationreally does reduce governmentpopularity,but
ordinaryleast squaresregressionsfail to pick this up because unusually
populargovernmentsuse their surpluspolitical capital to reduce defireductionsare exogenous (ignoring
cits. Because Maastricht-mandated
Pogo's problem, "I have met the signatories of the Maastrichttreaty,
andthey are us"), reversecausalityis less of a problem,andone should
expect a negative effect of deficitreduction.But a Maastricht-mandated
deficit reductionyields not only a different fiscal position but also the
rewardof qualifying for monetaryunion, which one presumes would
have a positive effect on popularsupportfor the government,especially
in countrieslike Italy, wheredeficitreductionis a pressingissue. Given
this unique payoff structure,it is not surprisingthat the authorsagain
fail to find a negative impact of deficit cuts on governmentpopularity.
General discussion: Alan Blinder thought that the paper did not pay
sufficient attentionto the endogenous response of monetarypolicy to
fiscal contractionsthat may partiallyoffset their effect. RobertGordon
and James Duesenberryagreed with Blinder, arguing that it was importantto take into account the entire policy package, which might be
designed to offset fiscal contractionwith expansionarymonetarypolicy
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or devaluation. For example, Gordon suspected that in the case of
countries that left the EuropeanExchange Rate Mechanism in 1992,
the contractionaryeffect of fiscal retrenchmentmay have been at least
partly offset by the expansionaryeffects of devaluations. He also suggested thatgovernmentstendto pursuefiscal consolidationduringtimes
of robustGDP growthand thoughtthat the paperdid not pay sufficient
attention to the possibility that initial conditions were driving their
results.
In the same vein, David Laibsonremarkedthat the averagepopularity of governmentsthat engaged in fiscal adjustmentsdid not convey
enough informationaboutthe circumstancesunderwhich governments
carriedout reform. Popularitymay give a governmentthe opportunity
to make a difficult adjustment, but governments in crisis, with low
popularity, may also find the pressurefor reformto be great. He suggested that it would be interestingto see the full distributionof popularity for governmentsthatundertookreform. Laibsonalso pointed out
that it may be difficult to generalize the authors' conclusions from
reactions to adjustmentsimposed by the Maastrichtcriteriato adjustmentsundercircumstancesin which a governmentacted at its own will.
RichardCooper was skeptical of the authors'results. He noted that
in France and Germany, despite long ongoing debates, governments
had not succeeded in controlling their expenditures.Eitherpoliticians
did not understandthe business they were in-a conclusion at odds with
the usual omniscience and rationalitypostulates in modern economic
theory-or there were importantfactors present in the real world that
the authorshad omitted. Blinder queriedthe authors'view that politicians find it easier to raise taxes than to reduce governmentspending.
He did not believe this true for "Anglo" countries. Frank Stafford
suggested that fiscal adjustmentswere more likely to receive popular
supportwhen they were associated with reforms of transfer systems
that are perceived as unfair.
ChristopherSims suggested that the right conclusion to draw from
the authors'results is that it is hardto tell from these data whetheror
not deficits matter to political outcomes. There is a strong negative
simple correlationof deficit changes with changes in government,and
a positive simple correlationbetween changes in deficit and popularity.
Not surprisingly,when lots of other cyclical variables are included in
the authors'regressionframework,almost everythingappearsinsignif-
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icant. There is just not enough independentvariationamong the variables to sort out their individual importance.
BenjaminFriedmanexpressed concern aboutthe shorthorizon used
in the definitionof "successful" adjustments,on the groundthat some
adjustmentsmay at first appearto be successful, only to unravelafter
just a few years. He also suggested investigatingwhetherthe political
ramificationsof successful consolidationswere differentfrom those of
unsuccessful ones.
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